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GUINIER & CONCURRENT MAJORITY

Many forms of Government have been tried, and will be tried in this world of
sin and woe. No one pretends that democracy is perfect or all-wise. Indeed, it
has been said that democracy is the worst form of Government except all
those other forms that have been tried from time to time; but there is the
broad feeling in our country that the people should rule, continuously rule,
and that public opinion, expressed by all constitutional means, should shape,
guide, and control the actions of Ministers who are their servants and not
their masters.'

I. INTRODUCTION

The abortive2 1993 nomination by President Bill Clinton of Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Law School Professor Lani Guinier to the De-
partment of Justice (as Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights3 )
fueled controversy 4 on both 5 the left' and the right." While Professor
Guinier won some sympathetic audience in the media,' it was felt she
could prove a victim of "borking." Then-U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit Judge Robert Bork, upon his abortive
1987 nomination to the Supreme Court by President Ronald Reagan,
had been assailed for, inter alia, previous academic writing that had

1 WINSTON S. CHURCHILL, PARLIAMENT BILL, NOVEMBER 11, 1947: HOUSE OF COMMONS, in
7 WINSTON S. CHURCHILL HIS COMPLETE SPEECHES 1897-1963, at 7563, 7566 (Robert R. James
ed., 1974).

1 Jeffrey H. Birnbaum & Joe Davidson, Clinton Pulls Plug on Choice for Rights Post,
WALL ST. J., June 4, 1993, at A16; Leslie Phillips and Bill Nichols, Clinton Pulls Rights Nomi-
nee, USA TODAY, June 4, 1993, at 1; Neil A. Lewis, Facing Opposition, Clinton Abandons
Rights Nomination/Legal Writings Are Cited, N.Y. TIMES, June 4, 1993, at 1.

3 Patricia J. Williams, Lani, We Hardly Knew Ye, VILLAGE VOICE, June 15, 1993, at 25.
" Tony Mauro, Two Clinton Nominees Face Tough Sledding, USA TODAY, May 14, 1993,

at 2A.
' Marcia Coyle & Cris Carmody, The Sides Draw Lines on Civil Rights Nominee, NAT'L

L.J., June 7, 1993, at 9.
e Withdraw Guinier, NEW REPUBLIC, June 14, 1993, at 7.

Examining Miss Guinier, NAT'L REV., June 21, 1993, at 16.
See, e.g., William Raspberry, Guinier Should Have Received a Hearing, LIBERAL OPINION

WK., June 14, 1993, at 6; Carl Rowan, The Media Murder of Lani Guinier, id. at 7; Jesse Jack-
son, Cowardly Calculation Led to Guinier's Axing, id.; Richard Cohen, A Bullied Clinton Drops
Guinier, id. at 8; Anna Quindlen, 'Quota Queen' Label a Case of Political Illiteracy, id. at 26;
Reno, Quotas Considered Acceptable Only for Powerful, LIBERAL OPINION WK., July 5, 1993, at
4.

9 "In Washington, a favorite game is to 'bork' an enemy .... Richard Cohn, Crowning a
'Quota Queen? Justice nominee Lani Guinier may get 'borked', NEWSWEEK, May 24, 1993, at
67.
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been simply tentative. 10 Professor Guinier's academic publications like-
wise drew fire.

As indicated by her own professional publications, Guinier as-
sumes coalitions are possible solely between relatively equal groups in a
deliberative environment in which majoritarianism is modulated." For
example, a minority veto or a concurrent legislative majorities require-
ment might be sought as an unfair voting practices remedy where ma-
jority representatives in a given jurisdiction refuse to bargain with
those of the minority." A concurrent majority requirement requires
that "in order to pass, legislation would need the support of a majority
of minority representatives, however defined, as well as a majority of
majority representatives."1 Is She recognizes that the concurrent major-
ity "was initially promulgated by John Calhoun to protect the minority
interests of the South." ' Because the Professor fancies her professional
publications as "very nuanced"1  and "very ponderous,"1 " the instant
discussion reviews Calhoun's work with a comparison to Guinier's
contributions.

The following pages note the recognition accorded United States
Senator John Caldwell Calhoun as political theorist. Before presenting
his concurrent majority principle, I will look briefly at the South Caro-
linian's sectional context. A concurrent majority system virtually (al-
though not literally) existed between the North and South in the U.S.
Senate during his lifetime. Political scientist Hanes Walton, Jr., will be
cited in noting that Calhounian reasoning might imaginably be invoked
on behalf of oppressed peoples. Walton, like Guinier, suggests that Cal-
houn's thought might profitably have been used in the African Ameri-

10 "The remarks that follow do not, of course, offer a general theory of constitutional law.
They are more properly viewed as ranging shots ... " Robert H. Bork, Neutral Principles and
Some First Amendment Problems, 47 IND. L.J. 1 (1971). "These remarks are intended to be
tentative and exploratory." Id. at 35.

" Lani Guinier, The Triumph of Tokenism: The Voting Rights Act and the Theory of
Black Electoral Success, 89 MICH. L. REV. 1077, 1146 (1991).

12 Id. at 1138-40. "Even the minority veto might justify its deviation from pure mathematical
equality in some historic circumstances." Id. at 1148 n.332 (citing, inter alia, Gaffney v. Cum-
mings, 412 U.S. 735 (1973)).

:3 Id. at 1140 n.303.
14 Id., (citing JOHN CALHOUN. A DISQUISITION ON GOVERNMENT 25, 28 (1943)).
18 Excerpts from Lani Guinier's News Conference, WASH. POST, June 5, 1993, at A10.
1I Id. Elements of Guinier's non-concurrent majority theorizing are reviewed in George S.

Swan, Professor Lani Guinier and Proportional Representation: A Speculative Rationale for
State Bicameralism, 15 HAMLINE J. PUB. L. & POL'Y 55 (1994).
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can freedom movement.
The discussion that follows will examine the criticisms of the con-

current majority principle as a means by which a polity supposedly
may be broken into increasingly small veto-bearing interest blocs, until
a situation of anarchy obtains, with every individual holding a veto over
"government" by any other. I will show that this prospect has been
anticipated by scholarly commentators, but that Calhoun's (or
Guinier's) concurrent majority is not vulnerable to such charges. This
discussion will distinguish between minority veto and minority rule.
The familiar struggle of special interest lobbies for legislatively guaran-
teed benefits is not to be identified with the execution of the concurrent
majority principle. That principle, as utilized on a minor scale in the
United States today, will be offered. It is this precedent, explains
Guinier, that shows the concurrent majority principle comports with
American constitutional law.

II. U.S. SENATOR JOHN C. CALHOUN

It long since has been widely accepted that John Calhoun (1789-
1850) stands in the first rank of American political philosophers. An
historian in 1939 found Calhoun's predictive capacity so pronounced
"that writers in the second quarter of the twentieth century have in-
clined to the theory that Calhoun was inspired, not, perhaps, divinely,
but certainly far beyond any other political philosopher of his genera-
tion."' 17 In 1965, William Freehling argued that "[o]ver a century after
his death John C. Calhoun is still considered one of America's out-
standing political theorists."18

This affirmative appraisal of the Senator's ability as a thinker is

17 GERALD W. JOHNSON, AMERICA'S SILVER AGE: THE STATECRAFT OF CLAY - WEBSTER

- CALHOUN 235 (1939). Cahoun has been called "arguably the pre-eminent intellectual in
American public life between the Revolution and the Civil War." Andrew Delbanco, Book Re-
view, NEw REPUBLIC, Apr. 18, 1994, at 38, 40.

1" [T]he most important act of intellectual leadership in the last century was performed
by a towering anti-majoritarian, John C. Calhoun, who wished to build even more checks
and balances into the Madisonian model in order to defend his way of life, his section, and
its peculiar institution. Calhoun and other anti-majoritarians, therefore, tapped in the
growing nation a deep well of feeling against majority rule.

William W. Freehling, Spoilsmen and Interests in the Thought and Career of John C. Calhoun,
in JOHN C. CALHOUN: A PROFILE 171 (John L. Thomas ed., 1968). See also JAMES M. BURNS,
LEADERSHIP 163-64 (1978). Consider the psychological difference between the terms "anti-
majoritarian" and "supermajoritarian."
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consistent with that of Calhoun himself:1 9

Whether it be too great confidence in my own opinion I cannot say,.., but
what I think I see, I see with so much apparent clearness as not to leave me a
choice to pursue any other course, which has always given me the impression
that I acted with the force of destiny.20

Assuredly, commentators have been critical of Calhoun as a social
thinker. Political historian Richard N. Hofstadter declared of Calhoun:
"His political reasoning, like so many phases of his personal life, was a
series of syllogisms. Given a premise, he could do wonders, but at times
he*showed a fantastic lack of judgment in choosing his premises, and
he was often guilty of terrible logic-chopping. '2 1 As a nineteenth-cen-
tury observer likewise said of Calhoun: "Grant him but his premises,
and he leads you willy-nilly to his conclusions. From these you start
back with horror and amazement. What could the man have been
thinking of? you exclaim. "22

The Senator had possibly an exaggerated opinion of his ability be-
cause he was the last statesman in the United States (but perhaps for
Woodrow Wilson) to do any primary political thinking.23 By attempt-
ing to offer a systematic and comprehensive account of politics, and by
asserting a claim to have discovered new ground in political thought,
the Senator put his work in a class of which it is an almost solitary
example, that of an American political theory. "4

III. CALHOUN'S SECTIONAL CONTEXT

In the U.S. Senate, each state, whatever its population, always has
been represented by two senators.2 5 Until 1850, the admission into the

" Charles M. Wiltse, Calhoun: An Interpretation, in JOHN C. CALHOUN: A PROFILE. supra
note 18, at 59.

20 RICHARD HOFSTADTER, THE AMERICAN POLITICAL TRADITION AND THE MEN WHO MADE

IT 75-76 (1959) (attributing words to John C. Calhoun). "[11n all Calhoun's voluminous speeches
and writings you will find little to fault in the reasoning proper." William Peterfield Trent, John
Caldwell Calhoun, in JOHN C. CALHOUN: A PROFILE, supra note 18, at 26, 37.

21 HOFSTADTER, supra note 20, at 75 (footnote omitted). The passage quoted in the text is
from Chapter IV, "John C. Calhoun: The Marx of the Master Class." Id. at 68.

22 Trent, supra note 20, at 37.
2s HOFSTADTER, supra note 20, at 69.
24 Ralph Lerner, Calhoun's New Science of Politics, in JOHN C. CALHOUN: A PROFILE,

supra note 18, at 193.
20 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 3, c1. 1. This is the single element in the Constitution that cannot be

[Vol. 4:2
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federal union of a Northern state had been so promptly balanced by
the admission of a Southern state that the number of senators from the
two regions had remained about equal. In 1845 Texas became the final
slave state admitted, and because that state declined to divide into sev-
eral smaller states (as it was capable of doing),26 it's senators repre-
sented the last numerical increase for the South.

In his scholarly The South as a Conscious Minority 1787-1861: A
Study in Political Thought,2" New York University political scientist
Jesse T. Carpenter pointed out that the South, fully aware of the
North's mounting superiority in productivity and in population, was
aware of the importance of retaining parity in the Senate. In a chapter
entitled "The Principle of the Concurrent Voice," Professor Carpenter
opens by outlining Calhoun's development of the concurrent majority
theory, and relates this theory to the South's role (as a national minor-
ity with a Senate veto) in the antebellum federal legislature.2 8

From 1789 until 1850, parity (but not literally the concurrent ma-
jority principle) existed between the North and South in the Senate,
and a period of peaceful development occurred in the United States. In
the latter year, the last of Calhoun's life, California stood poised to
enter the union as the sixteenth free-state, upsetting the delicate bal-
ance between thirty slave-state senators and thirty free-state senators.2 9

On August 6, 1850, David L. Yulee told the Senate:
But it may be said that because the political balance in the Senate is lost, all
is not lost - that the Executive and Judicial departments are competent, by
the veto of the one and the judicial intervention of the other, to prevent un-
constitutional legislation to our prejudice . . . . To the same extent to which
the North is in the ascendant in the two branches of Congress will it be in the
ascendant in the Electoral Colleges. With the power to make a President in
defiance of Southern opposition, the North may effectually reduce to her con-
trol the Executive department. With a Northern Executive to nominate
Judges, and a Northern Senate to confirm, how long would it be before the
Supreme Bench might be filled with judges imbued with Northern sentiments

amended without the consent of the state(s) affected. U.S. CoNsT. art. V.
2 Karl Marx, among many others, pointed this out. KARL MARX, ON AMERICA AND THE

CIVIL WAR 91 (Saul K. Padover ed., 1972).
" JESSE T. CARPENTER. THE SOUTH AS A CONSCIOUS MINORITY, 1789-1861: A STUDY IN

POLITICAL THOUGHT (1930).
28 Id. at 99-112.
29 Id. at 22-23.
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and bias[es], and instrumental to Northern purposes of aggression? . . .
There is no shield, then, for our rights in the Executive or Judicial depart-
ments, when the full control of the Legislative depa[r]tment shall have settled
down in the North. When that time comes, the whole unchecked power of the
Government will be consolidated in the North, and the South will hold her
existence at the mercy of that dominant power."'

On September 9, 1850, when California was admitted to the union
as a free state, the parity of North and South in the U.S. Senate was
lost forever.3 By 1860, the free states already had 36 senators; the
slave states only 30. In 1861 the Civil War opened. One imaginably
might review this history and conclude that legislative parity, by some-
what institutionalizing the concurrent majority principle, was a stabi-
lizing factor in the antebellum nation.

Moreover, some variation on the concurrent majority theme ex-
isted within the successful union of Francophone and Anglophone Ca-
nada, which spanned the years from 1867, shortly following Calhoun's
death, to 1981." During that period, any amendment by the Parlia-
ment of the United Kingdom to the British North America Act's provi-
sions dealing with the provinces were in effect, if not formally, subject
to veto by each Canadian province concerned.33 This helped guard

" Id. at 110 (citing APPENDIX TO THE CONG. GLOBE, 31 Cong., 1st Sess. 1162 (1850)). Both
John C. Calhoun and Karl Marx appear to have shared the Yulee assessment. MARX, supra note
26, at 58, 76. The plan of the Washington, D.C., Peace Convention meeting in early February
1861, at the invitation of Virginia, proposed that no new territory be acquired sans the consent of
a majority of the Senators from the free and slave states both. T. HARRY WILLIAMS ET AL., A
HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES To 1877, at 598 (2d ed. rev. 1964).

a' Given the sensitive pre-1850 North-South balance in the Senate, Carpenter finds it strange
that no attention was paid at the time to the U.S. Vice-President, who enjoys the constitutional
power to cast the deciding vote in case of a tie. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 3, cl. 1; see also CARPENTER,
supra note 27, at I l l n.70.

This lack of attention may have been the result of historical accident. The vice-president,
through most of the 1789-1850 span, was elected by the same U.S. Electoral College that chose
the President: "The history of the Antebellum Period reveals that in all but twenty of the seventy
years of Union under the Federal Constitution, a Southern president occupied the White House.
And for a good percentage of those remaining twenty years, the Northern president was a man
with Southern sympathies." Id. at 90. The Vice-President from 1825 to 1832 was John C. Cal-
houn himself. Id. at 28.

3 The points that follow in the text were presented in George S. Swan, Article III, Section 2,
Exceptions Clause Canadian Constitutional Parallels: Canada Teaches the United
States an American History Lesson, 13 CAL. W. INT'L L.J. 37, 53 (1983).

33 Another area in which convention has been extremely important has been that of con-
stitutional amendment. It is now accepted practice that provisions of the British North

[Vol. 4:2
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Francophone Quebec from amendments disfavoring Canada's French-
Canadian minority to the advantage of Canada's Anglophone major-
ity.3 4 One Canadian historian-analyst observed: "If John C. Calhoun's
theory of concurrent majorities did not succeed in the United States, it
has worked in Canada even if few Canadians have heard of it."'a

IV. CALHOUN'S A Disquisition on Government

A Disquisition on Government" is Calhoun's endeavor to afford a
general answer to the question of how democratic government is to be

America Act dealing with the provinces are only amended with the consent of all of them,
or with the consent of the province or provinces concerned.

RONALD I. CHEFFINS, THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROCESS IN CANADA 12 (2d ed. 1976).
To be sure, the scope and potency of this pre-1982 Canadian concurrent majority/constitu-

tional amendment formula must not be exaggerated:
An unwritten convention seems to require the consent of some, perhaps most, of the

provinces to some amendments, but like all such usages it is somewhat obscure, and in any
case has strength only because it is voluntarily followed by the majority party ....

Even a Cabinet request to the Imperial Parliament - without a vote of the Canadian
Parliament at all, or any consultation with the provinces - appears to be quite sufficient
(because the United Kingdom Parliament will not go behind a Canadian 'request'); and
clearly this puts the constitution entirely at the mercy of the party majority - by-passing
Senate, Commons and the rest.

HENRY B. MAYO, AN INTRODUCTION TO DEMOCRATIC THEORY 195 (1960).
U Apprehend the thinking attributed to Calhoun:

What the federal system does is to refine democracy by requiring a concurrent majority.
The majority will in the nation as a whole must be endorsed by the majority will in each of
its constituent parts, whenever the degree of sovereignty assured those parts by the Consti-
tution is called in question. To assert this is not to support secession, but merely the essen-
tial principle of federal union.

FELIX MORLEY. FREEDOM AND FEDERALISM 74 (Liberty Press 1991).
" Bruce Hutchison, Canada's Time of Troubles, 56 FOREIGN AFF., Oct. 1977, at 175, 183.

The latest [Canadian] dispute inherent in a dual society must be set against the back-
ground of one of the world's oldest written constitutions. It is a statute of the British Par-
liament, the British North America Act, which established Canadian self-government in
1867 (and, incidentally, foreshadowed the Commonwealth of the twentieth century).
Though Canada has long been totally independent of Britain, with its own separate mon-
arch who happens to reside in London, only the British Parliament can amend the constitu-
tion - and does so, automatically, on the formal request of the Canadian Parliament

Over and over again Canadian governments, federal and provincial, have sought to
remove this fictitious but humiliating relic of colonialism and shift the constitution from
London to Ottawa. They have never succeeded because they could never agree on a method
of future amendment. Twice in the present generation an amending formula was drafted,
accepted by all the English-speaking provinces and, at the last moment, vetoed by Quebec.

Id.
so John C. Calhoun, A Disquisition on Government, in JOHN C. CALHOUN, UNION AND LIB-

ERTY: THE POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF JOHN C. CALHOUN 3-78 (Ross M. Lence ed., 1992).
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rendered consonant with justice.17 Dr. Russell Kirk pronounces the Dis-
quisition (and Calhoun's A Discourse on the Constitution and Govern-
ment of the United States)" as the distillation of Calhoun's "medita-
tions into a form as forceful and as logical as Calvin's Institutes."'3
The Disquisition and the Discourse have been fashioned as, in many
ways, the most remarkable political documents that a scholar of Amer-
ican political history is likely to encounter.4 0 The Disquisition has been
seen as earning Calhoun a place beside James Madison and John Ad-
ams as one of history's greatest analysts of the flaws of democracy,41 as
providing a masterful example of a lucidly written precis,' 2 and as rep-
resenting one of the most memorable volumes on politics produced in
the United States.

The Disquisition and the Discourse, blocked out but as a set un-
finished, were composed in what the Senator knew to be his dying
months45 and days' 6 - indeed, virtually his final hours.4 7 The Disquisi-
tion was published following his death.' 8 (The Disquisition and the
Discourse both had been worked on intermittently; 9 the Senator had

37 RUSSELL KIRK, THE CONSERVATIVE MIND: FROM BURKE TO ELIOT 173 (7th rev. ed.
1986).

88 John C. Calhoun, A Discourse on the Constitution and Government of the United States.
in CALHOUN. UNION AND LIBERTY, supra note 36, at 79-284.

89 KIRK, supra note 37, at 173.
40 Trent, supra note 20, at 48.
41 Freehling, supra note 18, at 191.
42 CHRISTOPHER HOLLIS, THE AMERICAN HERESY 140 (1930).
,1 GAMALIEL BRADFORD. AS GOD MADE THEM: PORTRAITS OF SOME NINETEENTH-CENTURY

AMERICANS 98-99 (1929) (citing LIFE. LETTERS, AND JOURNALS OF GEORGE TICKNOR, VOL. 1, at
330). The work in which Calhoun's ideas are best expressed is A Disquisition on Government,
accompanied by A Discourse on the Constitution and Government of the United States, one of the
most notable American treatises on political theory that appeared during the first half of the past
century. Charles Edward Merriam, The Political Philosophy of John C. Calhoun, in STUDIES IN
SOUTHERN HISTORY AND POLITICS 319 (1914).

44 MARGARET L. COLT, JOHN C. CALHOUN: AMERICAN PORTRAIT 518 (1950).
" Trent, supra note 20, at 48.
40 COLT, supra note 44, at 518.
7 Id. "Calhoun, almost literally on his deathbed, set about creating new constitutional theory

.... Mitchell Franklin, The Roman Origins and the American Justification of the Tribunitial
or Veto Power in the Charter of the United Nations, 23 TUL. L. REV. 24, 50 (1947).

4 RALPH HENRY GABRIEL, THE COURSE OF AMERICAN DEMOCRATIC THOUGHT 108 (3rd ed.
1986). "Although his formulations result from his political experience during several decades, they
were maturely stated in the period from about 1848 to his death in 1850, and were posthumously
published as A Disquisition on Government and A Discourse on the Constitution and Government
of the United States." Franklin, supra note 47, at 36.

' Lerner, supra note 24, at 194 n.1.
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been in the process of completing the Disquisition in 184850 and com-
pleted it the following year,"' unlike the Discourse.)

As might be anticipated, given the circumstances of its composi-
tion, the Disquisition was written as a permanent statement on political
conflicts; it contains the essence of Calhoun's entire political philosophy
stripped of the day-to-day controversies of his own lifetime. 2 Affording
the most systematic statement of his political thought,5" the Disquisi-
tion was intended to stand independently as, in Calhoun's phrase, a
theoretical "foundation for political science."' 54 Writing while conscious
of his approaching death, Calhoun made no attempt at the historical
method of studying effective checks upon arbitrary power in the mode
of, say, John Adams;55 to the contrary, Calhoun went to considerable
lengths in the Disquisition to avoid using any individual's proper
name.5 6

That aspect of the Disquisition highlighted by Guinier is its treat-
ment of the concurrent majority principle. August Spain, author of The
Political Theory of John C. Calhoun,5 7 fancies the concurrent majority
as "of considerable significance for modern thought. ' 58 Russell Kirk
finds the doctrine of concurrent majorities Calhoun's single most im-
portant contribution to political thinking;59 a contribution that one Cal-
houn biographer describes as a "revolutionary" 60 to political theory.
The concurrent majority principle as refined in the Disquisition during
1849 and 1850 presumably represents the ripened appraisal of the topic

50 RICHARD N. CURRENT, JOHN C. CALHOUN 101 (1966).

"' Id. at 37, 101; Richard N. Current, John C. Calhoun, Philosopher of Reaction, in JOHN
C. CALHOUN: A PROFILE, supra note 18, at 151, 162.

5' COIT, supra note 44, at 518.
53 Freehling, supra note 18, at 173.
" Freehling, supra note 18, at 173 n.3 (quoting Letter from John C. Calhoun to Mrs. T.G.

Clemson (Dec. 31, 1849), in 2 Correspondence of John C. Calhoun, Annual Report of the Ameri-
can Historical Assn., 1899, at 777 (J. Franklin Jameson ed., 1900)).

" KIRK, supra note 37, at 174.
" Lerner, supra note 24, at 203 n.17.
57 AUGUST 0. SPAIN, THE POLITICAL THEORY OF JOHN C. CALHOUN (1951).
58 Id. at 266.
59 KIRK, supra note 37, at 175. Of course, concurrent majority thinking is not wholly original

to Calhoun; it is not entirely original to him even as to South Carolina thinking. Timothy Ford of
South Carolina approached very near to the concurrent majority theory in 1794, to be echoed
(probably unconsciously) by others in South Carolina decades later. FLETCHER M. GREEN, CON-
STITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC STATES, 1776-1860: A STUDY IN THE
EVOLUTION OF DEMOCRACY 181, 214 (1966).

" COIT, supra note 44, at 528.
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by the South Carolinian. He initially had used the term, apparently, in
a letter of August 28, 1832, encompassing a quite extended discussion
in which Calhoun treated most of the questions raised by the nullifica-
tion of federal statutes by state governments.61

The antique-sounding line of one or another of Calhoun's Disquisi-
tion arguments must not lead the reader to dismiss Calhoun's thought
as irrevocably linked to now long-repudiated white supremacy." Espe-
cially in perspective of Guinier's modern contribution to concurrent
majority thought, it must be reemphasized that concurrent majoritari-
anism is not a theory tied to nineteenth century injustices (witness Ca-
nada's record). This would prove true even if acquiescence to antebel-
lum outrages6" was sympathetically endorsed today by attorneys at the
highest levels of government,64 or was actually embraced by them
(while they indulged in negative ethnic stereotyping) 65 as their political
model,"' even for life and death67 policymaking. While acknowledging

*1 SPAIN, supra note 57, at 130.
, Hanes Walton's point that follows in the text was observed in George S. Swan, Quasicon-

stitutional Developments in Northern Ireland: Enduring Stalemate and Potential Resolution, 13
CAL. W. INT'L L.J. 378, 390-91 (1983).

'3 [Flew if any Catholic Bishops spoke for abolition in the years before the Civil War. It
wasn't, I believe, that the Bishops endorsed the idea of some humans owning and exploiting
other humans; Pope Gregory XVI, in 1840, had condemned the slave trade. Instead, it was
a practical political judgment that the Bishops made. They weren't hypocrites; they were
realists. At the time, Catholics were a small minority, mostly immigrants, despised by
much of the population, often vilified and the object of sporadic violence. In the face of a
public controversy that aroused tremendous passions and threatened to break the country
apart, the Bishops made a pragmatic decision. They believed their opinion would not
change people's minds. Moreover, they knew that there were southern Catholics, even some
priests, who owned slaves. They concluded that under the circumstances, arguing for a
constitutional amendment against slavery would do more harm than good, so they were
silent.

Mario Cuomo, Religious Belief and Public Morality: A Catholic Governor's Perspective, in
LINDA B. CATEURA, CATHOLICS USA: MAKERS OF A MODERN CHURCH 282, 292-93 (1989) (ad-
dress delivered at the University of Notre Dame, September 1985).

"I am by training a lawyer and by practice a politician." Id. at 284.
Maybe there's no better illustration of the public perception of how politicians unite

their faith and their profession than the story they tell in New York about "Fishhooks"
McCarthy, a famous Democratic leader on the Lower East Side, and right-hand man to Al
Smith.

"Fishhooks," the story goes, was devout. So devout that every morning on his way to
Tammany Hall to do his political work, he stopped at St. James' Church on Oliver Street
in Downtown Manhattan, fell on his knees and whispered the same simple prayer: "Oh,
Lord, give me health and strength. We'll steal the rest."

Id. at 284-85.
" The decision they made to remain silent on a constitutional amendment to abolish slav-
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this superficial conflict between their personal perspectives on racial
equality, Professor Jeffrey Hart of Dartmouth College styles Guinier a
disciple of Calhoun's legal theories."'

As University of Michigan political scientist Dr. Hanes Walton,
Jr. (whose B.A. from Morehouse College, M.A. from Atlanta Univer-
sity, and Ph.D. from Howard University hint at his aversion to white
supremacy) wrote in his The Political Philosophy of Martin Luther
King, Jr.:

Calhoun's political theory is symbolic of a special irony in American political
thought. His doctrine of the "concurrent majority" is a powerful formulation
of the rights of minorities and of their constant need of constitutional protec-
tion against what Alexis de Tocqueville called "the tyranny of the majority."
Clearly, he makes a telling point: majorities are inclined to trample asunder
the rights of minorities, and hence they must be restrained by organizations
and instruments of power ....

Ideas have a way of begetting a strange breed of children. Calhoun is
"relevant" in a corrective, creative, and useful way to the Black Revolution.
Perhaps this is a unique brand of poetic justice designed by the gods to mock
the human condition. Substitute in his argument "black" for the aristocratic
South, and interest he represented. Apply his doctrine of "concurrent major-
ity" to the current racial predicament. Among the interesting conclusions is
the necessity of a black veto in issues of public policy in order to promote and
protect black interest ....

One of these days, Calhoun is going to be rediscovered, dusted off, up-

cry or on the repeal of the Fugitive Slave Law wasn't a mark of their moral indifference: it
was a measured attempt to balance moral truths against political realities. Their decision
reflected their sense of complexity, not their diffidence. As history reveals, Lincoln behaved
with similar discretion.

The parallel I want to draw here is not between or among what we Catholics believe to
be moral wrongs. It is in the Catholic response to those wrongs. Church teaching on slavery
and abortion is clear. But in the application of those teachings - the exact way we trans-
late them into action, the specific laws we propose, the exact legal sanctions we seek -
there was and is no one, clear, absolute route that the Church says, as a matter of doctrine,
we must follow.

Id. at 293.
*1 "[Als the Church has been on even more controversial issues in the past, even ones

that dealt with life and death." Id.
" Her point of view is not hard to discern. She is, rather ironically, a disciple of the legal

theories of none other than John C. Calhoun, who argued that the minority South should
have veto power over federal legislation. Lani Guinier says blacks should have veto power
over legislation that affects their interests, as they or she interpret their interests.

Jeffrey Hart, Clinton Isn't Feared by Congress, CONSERVATIVE CHRON., June 23, 1993, at 18.
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dated, and used in the contemporary power and ideological struggles. He may
well become purged and "blackized". If so, the political theory of the Black
Revolution will be catalyzed, enlarged, and enriched. It would be the height
of irony if the arguments advanced, prior to the Civil War, by the most gifted
and influential apologist for black enslavement were converted, in the waning
decades of the twentieth century, into arguments for black liberation. Ideas,
sometimes, have strange careers, ambiguous legacies, and complex destinies
- to the embarrassment and chagrin of their originators. Once afloat on the
continuum of history, they are free agents and often rebellious ones.69

Through Guinier's work Calhoun indeed might be "blackized."

V. CALHOUN'S Disquisition REVIEWED

A. The Imperfection in Naked Majority Control

Calhoun70 declares"1 that each person is "so constituted as to feel
more intensely what affects him directly, than what affects him indi-

69 HANES WALTON, JR., THE POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., at xvi-
xviii (1971).

70 A condensed and excerpted version of the Disquisition is found, inter alia, in George S.
Swan, The Constitution of the Second Republic of Nigeria, 20 J. ASIAN & AFR. STUD. 42, 46-48
(1985). In condensing the Disquisition, the instant writer follows the precedent of Sobei Mogi,
who did much the same with both the Disquisition and Calhoun's A Discourse on the Constitu-
tion and Government of the United States. SOBEI MOGI. 1 THE PROBLEM OF FEDERALISM: A
STUDY IN THE HISTORY OF POLITICAL THEORY 105-17 (1931).

71 The Senator does well to delineate his first premises inasmuch as in assessing any proposed
legal order the burden of proof falls, as Harvard University's Crane Brinton explained, exclusively
upon the party rejecting anarchism:

It is no doubt impossible for the human mind to face experience without sorting it into
some kind of order. It is possible, though rare, for the individual mind to hold that its own
order is purely provisional, and furthermore that it has no necessary validity for other
minds. So completely skeptical a mind in politics, of course, would have to hold that no
course of action could be prescribed for other people. It would have to hold an anarchial
[sic] individualism. Such minds are extremely rare.

CRANE BRINTON. ENGLISH POLITICAL THOUGHT IN THE 19TH CENTURY 28 (1962).
Similar to Calhoun's articulation of his first premises in his Disquisition is the attempt of

Pierre-Joseph Proudhon's The Principle of Federation to identify the fundamental principles of all
governments via abstract formulas rendering politics so exact a science as geometry. PIERRE-JO-
SEPH PROUDHON. THE PRINCIPLE OF FEDERATION 5-12 (R. Vernon trans., 1979). University of
Western Ontario political scientist Richard Vernon styled The Principle of Federation "surely the
nearest thing to a manifesto that the federalist tradition has to its name." This suggests that
Proudhon's 1863 work is profitably to be read in conjunction with Calhoun's Disquisition, if only
to demonstrate how contemporaries assessing federalism from different first premises can derive
markedly different conclusions. Id. at xii. (The concurrent majority formula is absent from The
Principle of Federation.)
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rectly through others. 17 2 To frame it otherwise, a person's direct or
personal affections are stronger than his social feelings."3 This phenom-
enon would seem related to the law of self-preservation.74 The constitu-
tion of our nature that makes us feel more potently what affects us
directly facilitates discord; each has a greater regard for his own pleas-
ure than for the pleasure of others, and when these become opposed, we
each are ready to sacrifice the others' pleasure.5

In part because we are so constituted Calhoun notes that in a con-
text of a widespread suffrage

the dominant majority, for the time, would have the same tendency to oppres-
sion and abuse of power which, without the right of suffrage, irresponsible
rulers would have. No reason, indeed, can be assigned why the latter would
abuse their power, which would not apply, with equal force, to the former.
The dominant majority, for the time, would in reality, through the right of
suffrage, be the rulers - the controlling, governing, and irresponsible power;
and those who make and execute the laws would, for the time, be in reality
but their representatives and agents.

Nor would the fact that the former would constitute a majority of the
community counteract a tendency originating in the constitution of man and
which, as such, cannot depend on the number by whom the powers of the
government may be wielded. Be it greater or smaller, a majority or minority,
it must equally partake of an attribute inherent in each individual composing
it; and, as in each the individual is stronger than the social feelings, the one
would have the same tendency as the other to oppression and abuse of power.
The reason applies to government in all its forms - whether it be that of the
one, the few, or the many."

72 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 6. Calhoun might have appreciated the wisecrack of George
Bernard Shaw: "Do not do unto others as you would that they should do unto you. Their tastes
may not be the same." GEORGE BERNARD SHAW, Maxims for Revolutionists, in MAN AND SU-
PERMAN: A COMEDY AND A PHILOSOPHY 211 (1936).

"' Calhoun, supra note 36, at 6.
14 Id. at 7.
75 Id.
76 Id. at 19-20.

Where universal suffrage reigns in all its naivety we may predict that everything will
tend toward unity .... In the case of a division, the majority is held to be fully represen-
tative of national identity. From this majority in turn arises an undivided government
which, bearing the powers of an undivided nation, is called upon to govern and administer
collectively and indivisibly, free from local sentiment and parochial interest. In this way the
system of centralization, imperialism, communism, absolutism - all these are synonymous
- springs from popular idealism; it is thus that in the social contract as imagined by
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Living, as he came to do during his last years, in a nation on the
brink of civil war, "Calhoun devoted himself to the task of justifying
autonomy and practically complete self-determination for the South,
which to him and to many of his contemporaries represented a more
genuine unity of interest and culture than the larger and politically ar-
ticulated union of the United States."'

7 The Senator warned that the
numerical majority rule principle must offer slight comfort to the out-
of-power minority.

His cold comfort obtains even if the minority may hope realisti-
cally to become the next majority:

[T]he minority, for the time, will be as much the governed or subject portion
as are the people in an aristocracy or the subjects in a monarchy. The only
difference in this respect is, that in the government of a majority the minority
may become the majority, and the majority the minority, through the right of
suffrage; and thereby change their relative positions, without the intervention
of force and revolution. But the duration, or uncertainty of the tenure, by
which power is held, cannot, of itself, counteract the tendency inherent in
government to oppression and abuse of power. On the contrary, the very un-
certainty of the tenure, combined with the violent party warfare which must
ever precede a change of parties under such governments, would rather tend
to increase than diminish the tendency to oppression."'

A twentieth century critic has complained that the Disquisition
merely asserts, without elaboration or defense, that one party's power
monopoly reinforces (rather than moderates) its tendency to be abu-

Rousseau and the Jacobins the citizens divests himself of sovereignty, and the town and the
Department and province above it, absorbed by central authority, are no longer anything
but agencies under direct ministerial control.

PROUDHON, supra note 71, at 59.
77 SPAIN, supra note 57, at 258.
78 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 20-21. Calhoun's emphasis upon the partisan pressures on dem-

ocratic leaders could reflect his congressional (but never presidential) experience as spokesperson
for an insecure sectional interest. Explained another author, who also drew upon experience as
both a U.S. Representative and Senator:

The President of the United States is not subject to quite the same test of political
courage as a Senator. His constituency is not sectional, his losses in popularity with one
group or section may be offset on the same issue by his gains from others and his power
and prestige normally command a greater political security than that afforded a Senator.

JOHN F. KENNEDY, PROFILES IN COURAGE 232 (1961). Kennedy's partial contribution to his Pulit-
zer Prize-winning text drew considerably from Margaret Coit's Pulitzer Prize-winning biography
of Calhoun, supra note 44. GARRY WILLS. THE KENNEDY IMPRISONMENT: A MEDITATION ON
POWER 136 (1982).
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sive. 9 Yet this is not fatal. As economist Dr. Murray N. Rothbard
elaborated:

While rulers of government own "public" property, their ownership is not
secure in the long run, since they may always be defeated in an election or
deposed. Hence government officials will tend to regard themselves as only
transitory owners of "public" resources. While a private owner, secure in his
property and its capital value, may plan the use of his resource over a long
period of time in the future, the government official must exploit "his" prop-
erty as quickly as he can, since he has no security of tenure. And even the
most securely entrenched civil servants must concentrate on present use, be-
cause government officials cannot usually sell the capitalized value of their
property, as private owners can. In short, except in the case of the "private"
property of a hereditary monarch, government officials own the current use of
resources, but not their capital value. But if a resource itself cannot be owned,
but only its current use, there will rapidly ensue an uneconomic exhaustion of
the resource, since it will be to no one's benefit to conserve it over a period of
time, and yet to each owner's advantage to use it up quickly.80

The Disquisition avers that, in societies governed by numerical
majority, there will be no want of leaders to incite and direct the de-
pendent to control the government.8 Due to pre-1945 world history,
Calhoun's fears of a poor and dependent majority united to despoil a
more advantaged minority were credible. However, this obtained only
because the line between the advantaged and the poor tended to coin-
cide with the color line;82 Calhoun was fully aware that the racial vari-
able could override the economic variable.8" The fear expressed in the

" Lerner, supra note 24, at 210 n.30.
" 2 MURRAY N. ROTHBARD, MAN, ECONOMY, AND STATE: A TREATISE ON ECONOMIC PRIN-

CIPLES 828-29 (1962). Rothbard continues:
It is particularly curious, then, that almost all writers parrot the notion that private owners,
possessing time preference must take the "short view" in using their resources, while only
government officials are properly equipped to exercise the "long view." The truth is pre-
cisely the reverse. The private individual, secure in his capital ownership, can afford to take
the long view because of his interest in maintaining the capital value of his resource. It is
the government official who must take and run, who must exploit the property quickly
while he is still in command.

Id. at 829. Cf. MURRAY N. ROTHBARD, POWER & MARKET: GOVERNMENT AND THE ECONOMY
139-40 (1970).

8 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 36.
8 "(T]he problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem of the colorline." WEB. Du

Bols. THE SOULS OF BLACK FOLK: ESSAYS AND SKETCHES at vii (1983).
'3 As Calhoun told the U.S. Senate on June 27, 1848, of the U.S. South:
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Disquisition, that the impoverished majority would unite under a nu-
merical majority government to plunder the minority, is not realistic if
generally applied.

Calhoun's fears have since, predictably enough, been echoed in de-
bates on the graduated income tax.

Progression has often been challenged as a politically irresponsible mea-
sure. The classic argument against it on this ground is that the majority is
permitted to vote a rate of tax for the minority to which the majority itself is
not subject. When the redistributive aspects are made explicit, the majority
appears to be invited to vote on the extent to which it wishes to reduce the
economic inequalities between itself and a richer minority. The thrust of this
observation is most powerful when progressive taxes are contrasted with pro-
portionate taxes - under which the majority is automatically subject to
whatever tax rate it has selected. It loses considerable power, however, when
progressive taxation is compared with any number of other instances of law-
making by majority vote. And no matter what the political theory would pre-
dict, in practice the progressive rates have somehow not reflected so crude an
exercise of sheer majority power. 4

Why have the graduated rates not reflected the crude exercise of
sheer majority power that Calhoun would have predicted? One source
implies that the answer might lie in the majority group members per-
ceiving a long-run interest in more lenient tax rates: "[I]n a fluid soci-
ety like ours membership in the majority and minority is not a perma-
nent matter. Everyone hopes to get into the surtax brackets tomorrow

With us, the two great divisions of society are not the rich and poor, but white and
black; and all the former, the poor as well as the rich, belong to the upper class, and are
respected and treated as equals, if honest and industrious, and hence have a position and
pride of character of which neither poverty nor misfortune can deprive them.

JOHN CALHOUN, CALHOUN: BASIC DOCUMENTS 267, 289 (J. Anderson ed., 1952).
" WALTER J. BLUM & HARRY KALVEN, JR., THE UNEASY CASE FOR PROGRESSIVE TAXATION

at xviii-xix (1978).
In the words of Columbia University historian Alan Brinkley:

During much of the twentieth century at least, programs for those who have "earned"
their benefits have been relatively generous and politically unassailable. Programs for those
who simply "need" their benefits have been penurious and politically vulnerable. An unac-
knowledged result of this distinction is that the largest and most reliable benefits of the
welfare state go primarily to men; the paltriest and least reliable go disproportionately to
women.

How do we explain a welfare system in which those who most need assistance receive
it grudgingly and inadequately while those who least need it receive it freely and relatively
lavishly?

Alan Brinkley, Book Review, N.Y. REV. BOOKS, May 26, 1994, at 40.
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and not a few succeed."8 5

The attributions of self-discipline and of thoughtful attention to
their long-range best interests on the part of the members of a rela-
tively poorer political majority does not mean they resemble "the igno-
rant and dependent" '86 of the Disquisition. Does any alternative theory
explain the failure of numerous twentieth-century states, which ostensi-
bly have been governed by the numerical majority, to despoil the rich
via graduated taxation or other devices?87

Dr. Robert Nozick of Harvard University provides such an
hypothesis:

[T]he bottom 51 percent is not the only possible (continuous) voting ma-
jority; there is also, for example, the top 51 percent. Which of these two ma-
jorities will form depends on how the middle 2 percent votes. It will be in the
interests of the top 49 percent to support and devise programs to gain the
middle 2 percent as allies. It is cheaper for the top 49 percent to buy the
support of the middle 2 percent than to be (partially) expropriated by the
bottom 51 percent. The bottom 49 percent cannot offer more than the top 49
percent can to the middle 2 percent in order to gain them as allies. For what
the bottom 49 percent offers the middle 2 percent will come (after the policies
are instituted) from the top 49 percent; and in addition the bottom 49 percent
also will take something for themselves from the top 49 percent. The top 49
percent always can save by offering the middle 2 percent slightly more than
the bottom group would, for that way they avoid also having to pay to the
remainder of the possible coalition of the bottom 51 percent, namely the bot-
tom 49 percent. The top group will be able always to buy the support of the
swing middle 2 percent to combat measures which would more seriously vio-
late its rights.

Of course, speaking of the middle 2 percent is much too precise; people
do not know precisely in what percentile they fall, and policies are not easily
geared to target upon 2 percent somewhere in the middle. One therefore
would expect that a middle group considerably larger than 2 percent will be a
beneficiary of a voting coalition from the top. A voting coalition from the

8' Brinkley, supra note 84, at 20.
86 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 36.
87 The idea that the poor must use the franchise to despoil the rich has been very widespread

on both the "right" and the "left." KIRK, supra note 37, at 443-44 (attributing words to Thomas
B. Macaulay); HUEY P. LONG. EVERY MAN A KING: THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF HUEY P. LONG
296-97 n.60 (1964) (attributing words to Daniel Webster).
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bottom won't form because it will be less expensive to the top group to buy off
the swing middle group than to let it form. 88

With this passage from Nozick as a corrective supplement to the
Disquisition, one once more is in Calhoun's theoretical world of self-
interested and relatively short-sighted masses. Nozick adds as a matter
of historical note that his thesis possibly explains why mixed economy
interventions so often profit the middle class.89

B. The Call for Constitutional Majority Rule

i. Calhoun on Defensive Vetoes

As the right of suffrage absent, some other provision, cannot frus-
trate the tendency to abuse power, the next question of Calhoun is:
what is this other provision?"0 This provision must preclude any faction
from using the government to exploit others and aggrandize itself.9
There is but one sure means by which this can be secured,

that is, by taking the sense of each interest or portion of the community which
may be unequally and injuriously affected by the action of the government,
separately, through its own majority, or in some other way by which its voice
may be fairly expressed; and to require the consent of each interest, either to
put or to keep the government in action. This, too, can be accomplished only
in one way - and that is, by such an organism of the government - and, if

" ROBERT NOZiCK, ANARCHY, STATE, AND UTOPIA 274-75 (1974). Compare the formula-
tion quoted in the text from Nozick, then an advocate of economic laissez faire, with this one by
the late Michael Harrington:

The big business program for stagflation is - or rather would be if the executives
were clear about their own interest - a regressive incomes policy.

The most obvious form of such a policy would be wage and price controls which would
not affect the concentration of wealth of the top one-half of I percent nor really limit the
incomes of the upper middle class. It would, if it followed the specifications suggested here,
guarantee a relatively decent, even slightly improved, living standard for the middle class
and the upper working class. And it would fight inflation by maintaining a chronic reces-
sion for those in the bottom third. That would take the form of unemployment, underem-
ployment and declining social services. In essence, splitting them off from those below them
who would then be forced to pay the cost of fighting stagflation.

MICHAEL HARRINGTON, DECADE OF DECISION: THE CRISIS OF THE AMERICAN SYSTEM 315
(1980). Mr. Harrington was the National Chairman of the Democratic Socialist Organizing
Committee, the principal successor organization to the Socialist Party of Norman Thomas and of
Eugene Debs.

a' NOZICK, supra note 88, at 275.
90 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 21.

I' Id.
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necessary for the purpose, of the community also - as will, by dividing and
distributing the powers of government, give to each division or interest,
through its appropriate organ, either a concurrent voice in making and exe-
cuting the laws, or a veto on their execution."

Observe that Calhoun does not advocate promiscuously arming
factions with the veto. He merely advocates permitting the minorities a
veto over policies that "unequally and injuriously" affect them.

ii. Guinier on Defensive Vetoes

Comparably, Guinier speculates on the virtues of legislative-level,
local government minority veto,9s limited to "issues of importance" 94 to
the minority, particularly where racial conflict may mean that pure
majority rule leads to undemocractic results.9 5 She notes the proposals
of others, in various contexts, that advocate minority veto over "policies
directly affecting [the] group."96 Guinier in 1989 worried over minority
interests "not only distinct but antagonistic to those of the white major-

92 Id.
11 Lani Guinier, No Two Seats: The Elusive Quest for Political Equality, 77 VA. L. REV.

1413, 1503 (1991). This is Guinier's "seminal" article, Clint Bolick, Book Review, THE DE-
FENDER, May 1994, at 12, and Guinier's "most comprehensive work." Clint Bolick, The Legal
Philosophy That Produced Lani Guinier, WALL ST. J., June 2, 1993, at A15.

9' Guinier, supra note 93, at 1503 n.31 1.
In suggesting the imposition of supermajority voting rules upon legislatures in which mi-
norities are isolated, she only vaguely defines improper isolation. Guinier writes that the
supermajority requirement would be triggered for votes "on issues of importance to the
majority" or "critical minority issues." However, she neither offers reasons for the limita-
tions she notes nor guidance for distinguishing "critical minority issues" from those that
will be critical to all voters. Given the interdependencies at work within our society, such
distinctions - white folks' business and colored folks' business - are dubious.

Paul Kennedy, Lani Guinier's Constitution, 15 AM. PROSPECT 36, 44 (Fall 1993).
5 "In a racially divided society majority rule is not a reliable instrument of democracy."

Lani Guinier, Second Proms and Second Primaries: The Limits of Majority Rule, BosToN REV.,
Sept.-Oct. 1992, at 32.

0' Guinier, supra note 11, at 1137 n.291.
Guinier does not spend much time on her most extreme suggestions, a supermajority re-
quirement on issues of concern to a majority and a minority veto on issues of special con-
cern to a minority. I doubt that these procedures make much sense, even as remedies. For
one thing, it is very hard to know which issues count as those of special concern to a
minority. Changes in welfare programs? In employment programs? In criminal penalties?
It is even unclear what the minority's "interest" is with respect to such issues. Many people
think that more stringent welfare programs would help African Americans, and many peo-
ple think exactly the opposite.

Cass R. Sunstein, Book Review, NEw REPUBLIC, Apr. 25, 1994, at 34, 38.
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ity."9  In 1991, she thought in terms of "granting blacks a minority
veto on issues affecting vital minority interests.""8

Both Calhoun and Guinier acknowledge a minority veto, but both
seemingly would restrict its availability to "defensive" vetoes of une-
qual policies touching on antagonistic or even vital interests. They do
not endorse the universally-exploitable veto, which would allow a mi-
nority by "ransom bargaining"99 to exact a toll from a majority for
passage of legislation not even injurious to the veto-bearer. Universal
veto power can pit blocs against one another by rewarding such clashes.

iii. Calhoun on Interest Representation

There are two modes by which the sense of the society may, Cal-
houn feels, be identified:

[O]ne, simply by the right of suffrage, unaided; the other, by the right
through a proper organism. Each collects the sense of the majority. But one
regards numbers only, and considers the whole community as a unit having
but one common interest throughout; and collects the sense of the greater
number of the whole, as that of the community. The other, on the contrary,
regards interests, as well as numbers - considering the community as made
up of different and conflicting interests, as far as the action of the government
is concerned; and takes the sense of each, through its majority or appropriate
organ, and the united sense of all, as the sense of the entire community. The
former of these I shall call the numerical, or absolute majority; and the latter,
the concurrent, or constitutional majority. I call it the constitutional majority,

" Lani Guinier, Keeping the Faith: Black Voters in the Post-Reagan Era, 24 HARV. C.R.-
C.L. L. REV. 393, 429 (1989).

98 Guinier, supra note 11, at 1144.
Looming behind patterns of what appear to be racially polarized voting are what Sa-

muel Isaacharoff aptly describes as "fundamental differences in the socioeconomic positions
of whites and black Americans." According to him, only 2 of every 100 white households
would be adversely affected by a cut in welfare payments, compared with 15 of every 100
black households. At the more affluent end of the socioeconomic spectrum, 53.5 percent of
all blacks in professional or managerial positions are employed by government. Only 27.5
percent of whites in similar positions serve the public sector. Hence, as Isaacharoff asks,
"Is it any wonder that blacks and whites have hugely different views on the critical politi-
cal issue of government responsibility to guarantee employment and/or decent standards of
living?"

Kennedy, supra note 94, at 44-45. But it is improper to attribute to minorities (or women) a
different attitude about the federal budget, school prayer, voting rights, or foreign relations.
Roberts v. United States Jaycees, 468 U.S. 609, 627-28 (1984).

'9 Swan, supra note 62, at 400-01, (citing DAN USHER. THE ECONOMIC PREREQUISITE TO
DEMOCRACY 116-17 (1981)).
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because it is an essential element in every constitutional government - be its
form what it may. So great is the difference, politically speaking, between the
two majorities, that they cannot be confounded, without leading to great and
fatal errors; and yet the distinction between them has been so entirely over-
looked that when the term majority is used in political discussions, it is ap-
plied exclusively to designate the numerical - as if there were no other. Until
this distinction is recognized, and better understood, there will continue to be
great liability to error in properly constructing constitutional governments, es-
pecially of the popular form, and of preserving them when properly
constructed.100

It happens that the numerical majority was implicitly differenti-
ated from the constitutional majority by Nobel laureate Dr. Henry A.
Kissinger, the former U.S. Secretary of State:

It is, after all, the essence of constitutional guarantees that they give the mi-
nority powers relatively disproportionate to their numbers. If the majority can
do anything it wishes, you would not need constitutional guarantees. The crit-
icism that the minority has disproportionate power could also be made against
our Constitution. The Bill of Rights means that the majority of the Congress
cannot do certain things. 1

Kissinger was decades earlier preceded as U.S. Secretary of State by
Calhoun himself.

iv. Guinier on Interest Representation

Guinier speculates that the legislative-level minority veto is consis-

'" Calhoun, supra note 36, at 23-24.
101 Stephen S. Rosenfeld, Henry Kissinger on the U.S. and Rhodesia, WASH. POST, July 3,

1979, at A17 (interview with Dr. Henry A. Kissinger). The former Harvard University Professor
of Government spoke, in relevant part, not dissimilarly regarding the Republic of South Africa:

Q: You see a deadlock in South Africa?
A: Major changes in South Africa are imperative for moral as well as political rea-

sons. South Africa must dismantle the apartheid legislation. The offenses to human dignity
that are involved in the separation of the races cannot go on. A political process by which
the black majority can have a larger share in governmental power must begin.

Now, how to achieve this peacefully is an extremely complicated problem because
parliamentary government developed in essentially homogeneous societies. And how you
have a participation in government more commensurate with the numbers, without at the
same time transforming the oppression of the majority by the minority into an oppression
of the minority by the majority, that's a very subtle problem.
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tent with the one person/one vote imperative of Reynolds v. Sims. 10

The argument would be that the rule is designed to ensure each voter an
equal opportunity to influence the policymaking process. Because of the dilu-
tive effect of racial bloc voting by the white majority coupled with winner-
take-all majority rule, the minority veto would be justified to overcome the
disproportionate power presently enjoyed by white voters in certain jurisdic-
tions. In this sense, the minority veto provides minorities with an equal oppor-
tunity to influence the political process and, consequently, comports with one
person/one vote.103

Calhoun bewails that simple majority rule "considers the whole
community as a unit having but one common interest." 104 Compare
Guinier's embrace of interest representation. She defines interests as
voluntary constituencies that self-identify their interests."0 5 The propor-
tionate-interest representation principle proposed by Guinier conspicu-
ously rejects the proposition "that the interests of black voters are fun-
gible with those of white voters." 10 6 For if such interests were fungible,
"an integrated interest constituency would naturally result."10 But
neither critic believes the populace fungible.

Guinier's view (at least in the abstract) is not unAmerican, nor is
it a betrayal of our English-democratic heritage. As former Prime Min-
ister Winston S. Churchill advised, in the address wherein he famously
denominated democracy as the worst political system except for all the

102 377 U.S. 533, 559-70 (1964).
Guinier, supra note 93, at 1512. Consider also Guinier's remarks: "I have always believed

in democracy and nothing I have ever written is inconsistent with that. I have always believed in
one person, one vote, and nothing I have ever written is inconsistent with that." Excerpts from
Lani Guinier's News Conference, WASH. PosT, June 5, 1993, at AI0.

104 See supra text accompanying note 100.
100 Guinier, supra note 93, at 1467.
100 Guinier, supra note 11, at 1145.
107 Guinier, supra note 93, at 1468. The instant writer is more sanguine (than Guinier seem-

ingly is) that a racially-integrated interest constituency is achievable. Cf Shaw v. Reno, 113 S.
Ct. 2816 (1993):

Racial classifications of any sort pose the risk of lasting harm to our society. They
reinforce the belief, held by too many for too much of our history, that individuals should
be judged by the color of their skin. Racial classifications with respect to voting carry
particular dangers. Racial gerrymandering, even for remedial purposes, may balkanize us
into competing racial factions; it threatens to carry us further from the goal of a political
system in which race no longer matters - a goal that the Fourteenth and Fifteenth
Amendments embody, and to which the Nation continues to aspire. It is for these reasons
that race-based districting by our state legislatures demands close judicial scrutiny.

Id. at 2832.
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rest,

The whole history of this country shows a British instinct - and, I think
I may say, a genius - for the division of power. The American Constitution,
with its checks and counterchecks, combined with its frequent appeals to the
people, embodied much of the ancient wisdom of this island. Of course, there
must be proper executive power to any Government, but our British, our En-
glish idea, in a special sense, has always been a system of balanced rights and
divided authority, with many other persons and organised bodies having to be
considered besides the Government of the day and the officials they employ.'8

But Britain's constitution is unwritten. Is the American constitu-
tion not sturdy enough to forestall encroachments against minorities?

C. The Veto as Requisite Minority Shield

At first, strict constructionists of a polity's written constitution
might stop encroachment upon minority rights; however, in time, they
would be deemed to be mere abstractionists - deservedly, in Calhoun's
view, if they should indulge the folly of thinking that the party holding
the ballot box and the physical force of the country could be resisted by
an appeal to reason, truth, justice, or the constitutional instrument.
Were these ideals capable of staying the hand of power, government
would be no longer required. 10 9 But they may not be, and the outcome
of the resultant struggle would be the subversion of the constitution.110

Nor would the division of government into independent depart-
ments forestall constitutional "subversion." As all the departments
would be under the sway of the numerical majority, a mere distribution
of its powers among its agents could do little to diminish its tendency to
abuse power."' The political party is the device whereby the numerical
majority nationwide might coordinate all the separate branches of the
federal government into a monolithic weapon against the minority.

In this context, Spain considers the politics of Calhoun's time:

Rather than an effective means of securing a concurrent voice for the South

108 CHURCHILL, supra note 1, at 7565. Factoring "many ... bodies" into policymaking is
(at least in the abstract) legitimate. This is not to endorse racial decisionmaking, insofar as some
"bodies" equal the unconstitutional division of Americans.

'" Calhoun, supra note 36, at 27.
110 Id.
"I Id. at 27-28.
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in the activities of the federal government, political parties had achieved ma-
jorities that had been able to break down one of the checks and balances of
the federal system. The expectations of some of the framers of the Constitu-
tion that officers of the federal and State governments would check each other
were upset by the formation of majorities that controlled the federal govern-
ment and many State governments at the same time, uniting at its command
both delegated and reserved powers."'

Another critic concurs generally:

The party of the numerical majority could get control of the presidency,
the Supreme Court, both houses of Congress, and most of the state govern-
ments, all at the same time. Then the checks and balances could not avail to
prevent the numerical majority from exploiting the rest of the community. 13

Calhoun (apparently like Guinier) feels minority protection de-
mands more than separation of powers or a Bill of Rights can provide.
Taking the sense of the community by the concurrent majority gives to
each interest a negative on the others."'

It is this negative power - the power of preventing or arresting the action of
the government - be it called by what term it may - veto, interposition,
nullification, check, or balance of power - which in fact forms the constitu-
tion. They are all but different names for the negative power. In all its forms,
and under all its names, it results from the concurrent majority. Without this
there can be no negative; and without a negative, no constitution. The asser-
tion is true in reference to all constitutional governments, be their forms what
they may. It is, indeed, the negative power which makes the constitution -

and the positive which makes the government." 5

Given the remarkably negative-sounding tone of this passage, it is
little wonder that Professor Peter F. Drucker says that Calhoun "rather
obscurely" '116 calls his principle the rule of the concurrent majority.
Consider, in light of the Guinier nomination controversy, the psycho-
logical difference between the phrases "concurrent majority" and "mi-

:12 SPAIN, supra note 57, at 148.
"' CURRENT, supra note 50, at 59.
:14 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 28.
16 Id. at 28-29.

116 PETER F. DRUCKER, Calhoun's Pluralism, in MEN, IDEAS & POLITICS: EsSAYS 105, 107
(1971).
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nority veto."

D. Unchecked Power the Constant Threat

i. Calhoun on the Unchecked Majority

It is the single power that constitutes absolute government for Cal-
houn, rather than the number in whom power vests. 117 The numerical
majority is as truly a single power as the absolute government of one or
of the few. The former is as truly an absolute government of the demo-
cratic or popular type, as is the latter of the monarchial or
aristocratic.118

This idea occurs in an early legal context in the Memorabilia of
Xenophon (c. 444 - c. 359 B.C.). In Book One, Xenophon recounts the
even-then already-aging story of this supposed exchange, in which the
great Athenian statesman Pericles answers questions put to him by his
teenaged ward Alcibiades:

Per. Fortunately there is a ready answer to your difficulty. You wish to
know what a law is? Well, those are laws which the majority, being met to-
gether in conclave, approve and enact as to what it is right to do, and what it
is right to abstain from doing.

Alc. Enact on the hypothesis that it is right to do what is good? or to do
what is bad?

Per. What is good, to be sure, young sir, not what is bad.
Alc. Supposing it is not the majority, but, as in the case of an oligarchy,

the minority, who meet and enact the rules of conduct, what are these?
Per. Whatever the ruling power of the state after deliberation enacts as

our duty to do, goes by the name of law.
Alc. Then if a tyrant, holding the chief power in the state, enacts rules of

conduct for the citizens, are these enactments law?
Per. Yes, anything which a tyrant as head of the state enacts, also goes

by the name of law.
Alc. But, Pericles, violence and lawlessness - how do we define them? Is

it not when a stronger man forces a weaker to do what seems right to him -
not by persuasion but a compulsion?

Per. I should say so.
Alc. It would seem to follow that if a tyrant, without persuading the

17 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 29.
118 Id.
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citizens, drives them by enactment to do certain things, - that is
lawlessness?

Per. You are right; and I retract the statement that measures passed by a
tyrant without persuasion of the citizens are law.

Alc. And what of measures passed by a minority, not by persuasion of
the majority, but in the exercise of its power only? Are we, or are we not, to
apply the term violence to these?

Per. I think that anything which any one forces another to do without
persuasion, whether by enactment or not, is violence rather than law.

Alc. It would seem that everything which the majority, in the exercise of
its power over the possessors of wealth, and without persuading them, chooses
to enact, is of the nature of violence rather than of law? 11"

Even silver-tongued champion of democracy Pericles has no rebuttal. 120

ii. Guinier on the Unchecked Majority.

Comparably, hear Guinier:

I argue that it is not merely a question of whether, on matters of sub-
stantive justice, minority rights trump majoritarian democracy. Instead, we
ought to question the inherent legitimacy of winner-take-all majority rule.

My claim is that disproportionate majority power is, in itself, so wrong
that it delegitimates majority rule. As Alexis de Tocqueville recognized,
"[T]he power to do everything, which I should refuse to one of my equals, I
will never grant to any number of them.""'

11, XENOPHON, Memorabilia, Bk. 1, ch. 2, in 4 THE WORKS OF XENOPHON 15-16 (Henry G.
Dakyns trans., 1897). Prof. Nozick's modern version of this puzzle is more subtle. NozicK, supra
note 91, at 290-92.

0 Pericles' watery reply richly merits the sarcastic response which it elicits:
To be sure (answered Pericles), adding: At your age we were clever hands at such

quibbles ourselves. It was just such subtleties which we used to practise our wits upon; as
you do now, if I mistake not.

To which Alcibiades replied: Ah, Pericles, I do wish we could have met in those days
when you were at your cleverest in such matters.

XENOPHON, supra note 119, at 16.
Prof. Gerald L. Morris of the University of Toronto Faculty of Law averred that the error of

Alcibiades is presuming law inconsistent with force. Warned George Washington: "Government is
not reason, it is not eloquence - it is force. Like fire, it is a dangerous servant and a fearful
master; never, for a moment, should it be left to irresponsible action." Reese, American Surren-
ders Its Liberty, CONSERVATIVE CHRON., Jan. 26, 1994, at 4.

" Guinier, supra note 93, at 1478 (quoting ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN
AMERICA 240 (Henry Reeve trans., spec. ed. 1835)).

Roughly equivalent notions are found in otherwise strikingly-different thinkers:
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Not only Guinier's, but Calhoun's focus upon majority/minority inter-
est differences was, by scholarly finding, "strikingly similar" to that of
de Tocqueville. 122

And compare Guinier with that eloquent champion of democracy
Churchill, as opposition leader against His Majesty's Government:

Democracy is not a caucus, obtaining a fixed term of office by promises, and
then doing what it likes with the people. We hold that there ought to be a
constant relationship between the rulers and the people. Government of the
people, by the people, for the people, still remains the sovereign definition of
democracy. There is no correspondence between this broad conception and the
outlook of His Majesty's Government. Democracy, I must explain to the Lord
President, does not mean, "We have got our majority, never mind how, and
we have our lease of office for five years, so what are you going to do about
it? 

12 2

Calhoun, Guinier and Churchill see unchecked majority power less as
the essence of democracy than a standing threat to constitutional ma-
jority rule.

VI. THE CONCURRENT MAJORITY: ROAD TO ANARCHY?

The Disquisition affords a pro-minority outlook on minority rights.
Even Professor Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., an historian scarcely biased in
favor of Southern "conservative" political figures,12 submits of the

If, however, the parliament emerges from a party as a result of winning an election, it is a
parliament of the party and not of the people. It represents the party and not the people,
and the executive power assigned by the parliament is that of the winning party and not of
the people. The same is true of the parliament in which each party holds a number of seats.
For the members of the parliament represent their party and not the people, and the power
established by such a coalition is the power of the combined parties and not of the people.
Under such systems the people are victims, fooled and exploited by political bodies. The
people stand silently in long queues to cast their votes in the ballot boxes in the same way
as they throw other papers into the dustbin. This is the traditional democracy prevalent in
the whole world, whether the system is one-party, two-party, multi-party or non-party.
Thus it becomes clear that representation is fraud.

MUAMMAR AL QATHAFI, THE GREEN BOOK 7-8 (al-Kitub al-Akhdar trans., 1980).
122 FERDINAND HERMENS, THE REPRESENTATIVE REPUBLIC 527 n.8 (1958) (citing ALEXIS DE

TOCQUEVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA 269 (1959)). Hermens taught at the University of Notre
Dame.

"' CHURCHILL, supra note 1, at 7565. "All this idea of a handful of men getting hold of the
State machine, having the right to make the people do what suits their party and personal inter-
ests or doctrines, is completely contrary to every conception of surviving Western democracy." Id.
at 7566.

... Professor Schlesinger in 1979 gruffed of President Jimmy Carter of Georgia: "He's a
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South Carolina Senator:
[T]he measure of his intellectual accomplishment was the superb clarity,

honesty and realism with which he argued. In the end his theory was not a
lawyer's brief, adroitly constructed to advance the pretensions of slavery, but
a brilliant and penetrating study of modern society, whose insights remain
vital for any minority. s52

Kirk succinctly frames it: "Calhoun demonstrated that conserva-
tism can project as well as complain." 12 6 Calhoun projected the concur-
rent majority 127 advanced in the 1990s by Guinier.

A. The Universal Veto

But one academic skeptic jeered that "there are of course minori-
ties within minorities - as Unionists like Hugh Swinton Legare did
not fail to remind Calhoun in South Carolina in 1832 - and since
Calhoun offers no reason why these should not be given a policy veto
too, the idea of the 'concurrent majority' quickly unravels itself into

Republican. He has the temperament of a small-business man who happened to become Presi-
dent." Peter Goldman, The Politics of Austerity, NEWSWEEK, Jan. 29, 1979, at 20.

125 ARTHUR SCHLESINGER, JR., THE AGE OF JACKSON 405 (1950). The writings about his
concurrent majority by Senator Calhoun, whose insights Professor Schlesinger styles still "vital for
any minority," are still appealed to in prominent fora of social criticism to throw into perspective
U.S. domestic political clashes. Wilson, American Politics - Then & Now. COMMENTARY, Feb.
1979, at 39.

120 KIRK, supra note 37, at 181.
Strange as it may seem, this antebellum Southern political leader and thinker does

have something to say after all to our late modern world. Indeed, he may have become
relevant, even politically correct, precisely because we live in an increasingly multicultural
and pluralist society. In his writings Calhoun was no doubt defending slavery and Southern
slaveholders from Northern pressures. But he was also defending minority rights; and if
there is anything today we care passionately about, it is minority rights.

Gordon S. Wood, Book Review, NEW REPUBLIC, Jan. 31, 1994, at 30, 31.
"' The problem for Calhoun was not essentially different from that the framers had con-

fronted: How can a government strong enough to control the governed itself be controlled
to protect against abuse of the governed? But Calhoun, in his Disquisition on Government,
would have denied virtually all power to the majority. The device he invented, under the
phrase "concurrent majority," involved his conclusion that interests as well as numbers
should be considered. In the Calhoun plan the concurrent majority, representing a concur-
rence of interests, would hold a veto power over the wishes of the numerical majority. But
Calhoun's views, rejecting the essential premise of equality, were unacceptable to a nation
which had accepted the tenets of majority rule, restrained only to the extent necessary to
protect certain preferred freedoms.

ROBERT B. McKAY, REAPPORTIONMENT: THE LAW AND POLITICS OF EQUAL REPRESENTATION 24
(1970).
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separate individuals executing the law of nature for themselves." '128 A
turn of the century skeptic in Europe was likewise caustic:

If each interest group should have the right to veto, then it is not at all
excluded that an individual can have his own interest opposed to legislation by
the state and be thereby entitled to the right of veto. And if one possesses the
right, why not several and finally all? Under this 'concurrent' majority it is
possible either that no law prevails (which is nothing other than anarchy) or
that those laws which are permitted do not bear equally upon all and fail
therefore their goal.129

Rothbard assailed Calhoun's concurrent majority in the same vein:
In short, Calhoun does not push his path-breaking theory on concurrence

far enough: he does not push it down to the individual himself. If the individ-
ual, after all, is the one whose rights are to be protected, then a consistent
theory of concurrence would imply veto power by every individual, i.e., some
form of "unanimity principle." When Calhoun wrote that it should be "im-
possible to put or to keep it [the government] in action without the concurrent
consent of all," he was, perhaps unwittingly, implying just such a
conclusion.180

The charge that the concurrent majority formulation, as described
by Calhoun, must embrace anarchy is of consequence inasmuch as Cal-
houn himself reacted in horror to anarchy, referring as he does in the
Disquisition to the compelling need "to avoid anarchy, the greatest of
all evils." 131 Again: "No necessity can be more urgent and imperious,
than that of avoiding anarchy."13 2

MU Louis HARTZ, THE LIBERAL TRADITION IN AMERICA: AN INTERPRETATION OF AMERICAN

POLITICAL THOUGHT SINCE THE REVOLUTION 161-62 (1955).
129 Spain, supra note 57, at 162 n.53 (1951) (quoting Edward G. Elliot, Die Staatslehre

John C. Calhouns, in 4 STAATS-UND VOLKERRECHTLICHE ABHANDLUNGEN 33 (1903)).
110 MURRAY N. ROTHBARD, EGALITARIANISM AS A REVOLT AGAINST NATURE AND OTHER

ESSAYS 47-48 (1974).
If, indeed, a subordinate interest should rightfully have a veto over matters concerning

it, then why stop with the states? Why not place veto power in counties, cities, wards?
Furthermore, interests are not only sectional, they are also occupational, social, etc. What
of bakers or taxi drivers or any other occupation? Should they not be permitted a veto
power over their own lives?

Id. at 47.
"'a Calhoun, supra note 36, at 30. Calhoun's antipathy to anarchy as disclosed in this pas-

sage has been pointed out repeatedly. CURRENT, supra note 50, at 53; Freehling, supra note 18, at
174.

2 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 31.
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B. The Minority Veto

But Dr. Kirk has grasped the limited reach of the concurrent ma-
jority as supported in the Disquisition: "Some communities require a
greater amount of power than others for self-protection; these local ne-
cessities would be recognized by the idea of the concurrent majority, or
mutual right of veto."13 s Calhoun (like Guinier after him) accepted
that in an imperfect world not all interest groups could be practically
afforded a veto. He believed that a primary shield from exploitation of
these unprotected groups would be their very lowliness, due to which
they scarcely could be desirable objects of plunder."3

i. Calhoun on Given Minorities

As the Senator explained:
Where the organism is perfect, every interest will be truly and fully repre-
sented, and of course the whole community must be so. It may be difficult, or
even impossible, to make a perfect organism - but, although this be true, yet
even when, instead of the sense of each and of all, it takes that of a few great
and prominent interests only, it would still, in a great measure, if not alto-
gether, fulfill the end intended by a constitution. For, in such case, it would
require so large a portion of the community, compared with the whole, to
concur, or acquiesce in the action of the government, that the number to be
plundered would be too few, and the number to be aggrandized too many, to
afford adequate motives to oppression and the abuse of its powers. Indeed,
however imperfect the organism, it must have more or less effect in diminish-
ing such tendency.""'

133 KIRK, supra note 37, at 178 (emphasis added).
Each interest group is composed of smaller groups, and each minority is composed of

other minorities. If Calhoun's veto principle were carried to its logical conclusion, the mi-
nority within any group could nullify the decisions of the majority within that group. This
minority could be viewed as yet another group, consisting of its own majority and minority,
and within this group again the minority could check the majority. On it would go until the
group in question was the smallest that could possibly contain a majority and a minority,
and in this group of three the one could negative the other two. The result would be
anarchy.

Relentlessly local though he aspired to be, Calhoun did not press the argument to that
point. When he spoke of the "concurrent majority" - the majority of each of the interests
- he had in mind only the great interests, only the important ones, but he provided no
means of identifying these.

Id. at 116. Current, one learns via Kirk, here errs.
' Lerner, supra note 24, at 212 n.34.
135 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 22-23.
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It has been protested that, even were only the major interests of
the nation to exercise a veto under the concurrent majority principle,
Calhoun ignored the trying problem of how such interests are to be
identified.' But in fact the Disquisition does provide an explanation.

[T]he government of the concurrent majority, where the organism is perfect,
excludes the possibility of oppression, by giving to each interest, or portion, or
order - where there are established classes - the means of protecting itself,
by its negative, against all measures calculated to advance the peculiar inter-
ests of others at its expense. Its effect, then, is, to cause the different interests,
portions, or orders - as the case may be - to desist from attempting to
adopt any measure calculated to promote the prosperity of one, or more, by
sacrificing that of others: and thus to force them to unite in such measures
only as would promote the prosperity of all .... 37

The seasoned politician accepted established classes as givens in the
framing of his concurrent majority principle. Perhaps he believed that
only such an "establishment" owned or earned enough to be worth
preying upon.

Rothbard speculated that Calhoun implied the need for unanimity
when Calhoun wrote that it ought to be impossible to keep the govern-
ment in action without the concurrent consent of all. The relevant pas-
sage in the Disquisition from which Rothbard derives his conclusion
reads in its entirety:

It is only by such an organism, that the assent of each can be made necessary
to put the government in motion; or the power made effectual to arrest its
action, when put in motion - and it is only by the one or the other that the
different interests, orders, classes, or portions, into which the community may
be divided can be protected, and all conflict and struggle between them pre-
vented - by rendering it impossible to put or to keep it in action, without the
concurrent consent of all.'"

It is clear from this context that when Calhoun alludes at the close of
the passage to the concurrent consent of all, the "all" means each and
every of the interests, orders, classes, or portions into which the com-
munity might happen to divide. These presumably are the "established

" GERALD M. CAPERS, JOHN C. CALHOUN - OPPORTUNIST: A REAPPRAISAL 245 (1960).
"a Calhoun, supra note 36, at 30 (emphasis added).
138 Id. at 21-22.
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classes." That the existence thereof precedes the implementation of the
concurrent majority, he takes as a given or first premise.

ii. Guinier on Given Minorities

Compare Guinier's work towards "interest, not just voter, repre-
sentation:'1 9 "I devised the interest representation model in context of
a specific statutory enforcement scheme - the Voting Rights Act of
1965 - which is itself limited to racial and language minorities.' 140

Both analysts, Calhoun and Guinier, accept as first premises that the
"different interests, orders, classes, or portions, into which the commu-
nity may be divided" are antecedent to their own studies. The sharp
differences in such "interests" between the 1850s and 1990s betoken
the evolution of America.

VII. THE CONCURRENT MAJORITY AND MINORITY RULE

As one critic in 1963 pointed out:

Calhoun's notion of a governmental policy that benefits a majority at the ex-

pense of a minority seems to presuppose two elements of society so differently
circumstanced that such a policy, in matching one set of interests, necessarily

crosses the other. Underlying Calhoun's majorities and minorities are some

grand divisions of society."'"

Compare Guinier's reference to minority interests "antagonistic to
those of the white majority. 1" 2 Another scholar, in 1955, had con-
cluded of Calhoun: "He was caught in the classic agony of the brink-
of-war philosopher." 143

M' Guinier, supra note 93, at 1461. "As a black woman who has experienced minority status
and stigma associated with my race and/or gender, I am self-conscious about both race and gen-
der." Lani Guinier, Of Gentlemen and Role Models, 6 BERKELEY WOMEN'S L.J. 93, 97 n.13
(1990-1991).

140 Guinier, supra note 93, at 1488. "The Voting Rights Act of 1965 has been hailed as by
far the most effective federal civil rights statute." DREW DAYS & LANI GUINIER, Enforcement of
Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, in MINORITY VOTE DILUTION 167 (Chandler Davidson ed.,
1984).

14 Lerner, supra note 24, at 209-10.
142 Lani Guinier, Keeping the Faith: Black Voters in the Post-Reagan Era, 24 HARV. C.R.-

C.L. L. REV. 393, 429 (1989).
"I' HARTZ, supra note 128, at 166.
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A. The Minority Rule Notion

It has been suggested that the practicality of implementing the
concurrent majority principle is open to serious question."', On the
other hand, Kirk avers that the flaws in the concurrent majority as
presented by Calhoun are no more conspicuous than are such flaws in
advocacy presentations of syndicalism, Fabianism, distributism, and
Marxism. 145 Spain suggests that it is by no means certain that the
working of the concurrent majority in the United States would have
been too cumbersome, and that it need not necessarily have operated
more slowly than does the judicial review of legislation." 6

The concurrent majority principle emphatically must not be con-
fused with minority rule. The following passage from President Abra-
ham Lincoln's First Inaugural Address of March 4, 1861, does just
that, perhaps most calculatingly: "Unanimity is impossible; the rule of
a minority, as a permanent arrangement, is wholly inadmissible; so
that, rejecting the majority principle, anarchy, or despotism in some
form, is all that is left.'1 47 Despite the plaudits that this passage has
been awarded, 18 it is inaccurate to posit that, absent the principle of
minority rule, anarchy or despotism in some form will exhaust the al-
ternatives to positive majority rule.

A veto upon the majority is not to be confused with minority rule,
such "rule" by all minorities (i.e., each and every individual) was pre-
sumably being envisioned by Lincoln as necessarily engendering the de-
composition of society into a chaotic clash of all against all. As Gordon
Tullock and Nobel laureate in economics James Buchanan explain:

When the orthodox theorist suggests that qualified majority voting
amounts to "rule" by the minority, he is referring to the rule for blocking
action. If this line of reasoning is carried to its logical conclusion, we get the
paradoxical result that the rule of unanimity is the same as the minority rule
of one. Thus the rule of requiring unanimity among members of a jury to

"I Lerner, supra note 24, at 221.
115 KIRK, supra note 37, at 180.
148 SPAIN, supra note 57, at 259.
147 ABRAHAM LINCOLN, First Inaugural Address - Final Text, in 4 THE COLLECTED

WORKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN 262, 268 (Roy P. Basler ed., 1953).
148 "Lincoln was quite right. If the majority principle is rejected, then the credentials of some

sort of minority principle must be justified - and this, to modern ears, is almost impossible, or as
Lincoln put it 'wholly inadmissible,' although it was plausible enough in an earlier age." MAYO,
supra note 33, at 179.
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acquit or to convict becomes equivalent to the rule that would permit any
individual juror to convict or to acquit. Instead of being at the opposing ends
of the decisionmaking spectrum, as our whole construction suggests, the una-
nimity rule and the rule of one become identical. This paradoxical result sug-
gests clearly that the power of blocking action is not what we normally mean,
or should mean, when we speak of "majority rule" or "minority rule."' 149

The blocking action is neither majority nor minority rule, but nonrule.

B. The Gridlock Problem

If the concurrent majority cannot be equated with minority rule in
principle, must it not imply gridlock in practice? After all, the promi-
nent nineteenth century American political analyst Orestes Brownson,
with whom Hofstadter compared Senator Calhoun (Brownson's friend)
as both sharing a keen sense for class forces and social structure,'5"
cautioned in 1865:

No man saw more clearly than Mr. Calhoun the utter worthlessness of
simple paper constitutions on which Mr. Jefferson placed such implicit reli-
ance, or that the real constitution is in the state itself, in the manner in which
the people themselves are organized; but his reliance was in constituting, as
powers in the state, the several popular interests that exist, and pitting them
against each other - the famous system of checks and balances of English
statesmen. He was led to this because he distrusted power, and he was more
intent on guarding against its abuses than on providing for its free, vigorous,
and healthy action, going on the principle that "that is the best government
which governs least." But, if the opposing interests could be made to balance
one another perfectly, the result would be an equilibrium, in which power
would be brought to a stand-still; and if not, the stronger would succeed and
swallow up all the rest.' 81

But when Calhoun insisted that a minority veto must never be
equated with minority rule, he pointed out that no one has claimed,
merely because either of the houses of the U.S. Congress has a total
check upon every act passed by its counterpart, that the one house

"' JAMES BUCHANAN & GORDON TULLOCK, THE CALCULUS OF CONSENT 259 (Ann Arbor
Paperback ed., 1965).

'a HOFSTADTER, supra note 20, at 69.
181 ORESTES A. BROWNSON, THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC: ITS CONSTITUTION, TENDENCIES AND

DESTINY 115 (Americo D. Lapati ed., 1972).
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rules the other.1"? Just as the U.S. Congress proves that a veto by both
of two blocs is something other than rule by either over the other, so
this example proves that a standstill in legislation need not transpire
when each of two blocs wields a veto. 153

Not dissimilarly, Calhoun wrote appreciatively of the veto wielded
by the ancient Roman tribunate.'" The Roman Republican constitu-
tion eluded gridlock. 5 ' As Professor Jasper Griffin of Oxford Univer-
sity only last year reiterated: "The possibilities for gridlock existed in
Rome, but for centuries it did not happen, because a general sense of
the common good prevented it."' 56

It might be objected that Calhoun's example of the U.S. Congress
is inapposite in the deadlock context because (especially since the di-
rect election of U.S. Senators was constitutionally required in 1913)157
the two houses of Congress represent substantially-identical interests,
and that were mutually-hostile economic blocs both to enjoy the veto
power, a standstill would be inevitable. The logic of the Disquisition is
that a standstill in the latter instance is requisite. The "deadlock" sim-
ply means that a would-be plunderer has been frustrated. Frustrating
such potential plundering by political methods might, at least as a long-
term tendency, facilitate social harmony. 158

162 SPAIN, supra note 57, at 155.
a The Australian executive is responsible to the House of Representatives, but a strong

Senate represents state interests. Barrett, A Look at the Australian Federal System, 66 A.B.A. J.
742, 744 (1980). If they deadlock, the Governor-General may dissolve both. Should deadlock per-
sist, she then may convene a joint sitting controlled by an absolute majority of members overall.
AUSTL. CONST. art. 57. Regarding Australian legislative deadlock in 1975, see, for example, JR.
KERR. MATTERS FOR JUDGEMENT: AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY 241-403 (1979) and G. WHITLAM, THE
TRUTH OF THE MATTER (1979).

'" Calhoun, supra note 36, at 69-72.
156 Id. at 70.
' Jasper Griffin, Ancient Hearts on Fire, N.Y. REV. BOOKS., June 24, 1993, at 45, 48. "In

the U.S. it is not the existence of checks and balances but the absence of leadership that causes
the breakdowns." Id.

1.. U.S. CONST. amend. XVII. Cf. George S. Swan, The Political Economy of Supreme
Court Social Policymaking - 1987, 8 ST. Louis U. PUB. L. REV. 87, 115-18 (1989).

.. Assuredly, confusion of the concurrent majority principle with minority rule might possi-
bly have been encouraged by a passage in the Disquisition addressed to the development of repub-
lican government in ancient Rome. Calhoun discussed the origins of the tribunate:

By this arrangement the government was placed under the concurrent and joint voice of
the two orders, expressed through separate and appropriate organs; the one possessing the
positive, and the other the negative powers of the government. This simple change con-
verted it from an absolute into a constitutional government - from a government of the
patricians only to that of the whole Roman people - and from an aristocracy into a
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C. The Jury Analogy

i. Guinier on Consensus Juries

Guinier endorses restructuring legislative decisionmaking along
the jury deliberation model. 159 Jurors are to determine a public interest
outcome via juror consensus, rather than via ratification of the view of
the majority of jurors.180 Those jurors who must reach unanimous ver-
dicts are more likely to deliberate thoroughly. 161

ii. Calhoun on Consensus Juries

Compare Calhoun's presentation of juries as shining examples of
the concurrent majority principle in action.

In these, twelve individuals, selected without discrimination, must unani-
mously concur in opinion - under the obligations of an oath to find a true
verdict, according to law and evidence; and this, too, not unfrequently under
such great difficulty and doubt, that the ablest and most experienced judges
and advocates differ in opinion, after careful examination. And yet, as im-
practicable as this mode of trial would seem to a superficial observer, it is
found, in practice, not only to succeed, but to be the safest, the wisest and the
best that human ingenuity has ever devised. When closely investigated, the
cause will be found in the necessity, under which the jury is placed, to agree
unanimously, in order to find a verdict. This necessity acts as the predisposing
cause of concurrence in some common opinion; and with such efficacy, that a
jury rarely fails to find a verdict.16

iii. Guinier on Majority Rule Juries

Guinier grasps that different decisional rules promote fair deliber-
ation differently.16 3 Majority rule reduces comments, suppresses con-
flict, and undercuts confidence in the result:"' "[ffor example, the 'so-
cial climate' of deliberation in juries using majority decision rules is

republic.
Calhoun, supra note 36, at 70.

:59 Guinier, supra note 93, at 1485.
100 Id. at 1487.
101 Id. at 1486 n.258.
:62 Calhoun, supra note 36, at 49-50.
63 Guinier, supra note 11, at 1122.
I0 Id. at 1123 n.221.
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more adversarial because members of the majority can reach a decision
without responding to opposing arguments."1 65

iv. Calhoun on Majority Rule Juries

Compare Calhoun's condemnation of majority rule juries:
If the necessity of unanimity were dispensed with, and the finding of a jury
made to depend on a bare majority, jury trial, instead of being one of the
greatest improvements in the judicial department of government, would be
one of the greatest evils that could be inflicted on the community. It would be,
in such case, the conduit through which all the factious feelings of the day
would enter and contaminate justice at its source.1

Both Guinier and Calhoun perceive the jury as a model for the further
adoption of the concurrent majority in America.

VIII. THE CONCURRENT MAJORITY IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICA

What, if any, implementation of the concurrent majority principle
might be discerned in the contemporary United States? One critic in
1930 (three years prior to the opening of President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt's New Deal) argued that Calhoun's proposal, that the future
commonwealth be divided into self-governing units so homogeneous
that within them the friction between majority and minority will prove
virtually nonexistent, "has had no political effects."'167

By contrast, in 1948 (following the New Deal), the famous social
commentator Professor Drucker went so far as to affirm that the con-
current majority rule had become the organizing principle of American
politics, making Calhoun the major key to comprehending U.S.
politics.1 68

The "blocs" - the "Farm Bloc," the "Friends of Labor in the Senate," the
"Business Groups," and so on - are simply the expression of the basic tenet
of sectional and interest pluralism that major interests have a veto power on

366 Id. at 1122.
' Calhoun, supra note 36, at 50. The Supreme Court long has held that nonunanimous

juries constitutionally may return criminal convictions in state trials. Apodaca v. Oregon, 406
U.S. 404 (1972).

367 N. STEPHENSON, Calhoun and the Divine Right of the Majority, in LECTURES ON TYPi-
CAL AMERICANS AND THEIR PROBLEMS 22, 35 (1930).

168 DRUCKER, supra note 116, at 107.
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legislation directly affecting them. For this reason they must cut across party
lines - that is, lines expressing the numerical rather than the "concurrent"
majority.1 69

Drucker's formulation was closely followed by a Calhoun biogra-
pher two years later:

The realism, as well as the inevitability, of Calhoun's basic premise has been
shown by the rise of a sort of minority control, "not unlike his concurrent
veto." Our modern pressure groups - farm bloc, silver bloc, labor bloc, and
all the many others - are an "extralegal and unsatisfactory" attempt to pro-
tect minority interests. 1" 0

Drucker is incorrect. Drucker inaccurately states that the "major
interests have a veto power on legislation directly affecting them" so
that each such lobby can ensure its share of taxpayer-supplied subsi-
dies. Governmental (i.e., taxpayer) subsidies to lobby expand without
ever significantly shrinking. 17 1 However, lobbies have no absolute veto
on legislation directly affecting them. Through logrolling, lobbies team
to seize more and more wealth taxed into an ever-swelling federal
purse.171 The present system, styled by Drucker as keyed to Calhoun's
concurrent majority, is more accurately one of a reverse concurrent

1'9 Id. at 109. The discussion following in the text was developed in greater detail in George
S. Swan, The Political Economy of Commerce Clause - Tenth Amendment Tensions: Garcia v.
San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority, 6 HAMLINE J. PUB. L. & POL'Y 199, 227-30 (1985).

170 COLT, supra note 44, at 530 (citing HERBERT AGAR. THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS 197
(1938)). For an historical discussion of the concurrent majority and a sensitive regional interest,
see DAVID M. POTTER, THE SOUTH AND THE CONCURRENT MAJORITY (1972).

171 We are wrong to ask why the participation in American politics is so low. It has
perhaps never been higher in tiny pockets of self-interest, where no wider concern has to be
regularly consulted. The people today are almost furiously participant, with their little lob-
bies and mesmerizing propositions.

Fairlie, No Survivors, NEW REPUBLIC, Jan. 13, 1979, at 15, 18 (emphasis added).
17 President Truman, when Drucker wrote in 1948, favored harnessing that system to ensure

equality:
The Republican Eightieth Congress, in control of national legislation for the first time in
fourteen years, had managed to reverse the sound democratic policies of collective bargain-
ing, social security, rent control, price controls, and other instruments of government
designed to insure equality of privilege for the great majority of people.

2 HARRY S. TRUMAN, MEMOIRS: YEARS OF TRIAL AND HOPE 175 (1956). Truman (unlike Cal-
houn) failed to understand "equality of privilege" as a contradiction in terms, privilege meaning
private law: "The true contrast to a reign of status is a reign of general and equal laws, of the
rules which are the same for all, or, we might say, of the rule of leges ... that is, as opposed to..
. privi-leges." FRIEDRICH A. HAYEK, THE CONSTITUTION OF LIBERTY 154 (1960) (first emphasis
in original).
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majority.
This latter point was grasped by a Calhoun biographer of 1951:

The concurrent veto in operation is a negative variation of the pressure-
group approach, which persists in one form or another in all diverse societies.
Is it not in this fashion that we have come in our time to the public purchase
and destruction of foodstuffs in order to raise prices to fantastic levels in the
interest of a special group? Is it not thus that we have come to pay wages for
work unperformed, and rent for land unused? Is it not in these terms that we
have raised the cost of government beyond the wildest nightmares of our an-
cestors and bought partisans to keep in power the generous patrons of our
own selfishness? 7

The concurrent majority of the Disquisition is a reverse variation
of logrolling today. Hence the utility of Guinier's contribution.

IX. THE CONCURRENT MAJORITY, THE CONSTITUTION, AND
PROFESSOR GUINIER

Town of Lockport v. Citizens for Community Action

Guinier points out that the United States Supreme Court in 1977
vindicated the concurrent majority principle as one small legal facet of
U.S. electoral conflict.17' In the case of Town of Lockport v. Citizens
for Community Action, Inc.,'7 6 the Supreme Court, in an opinion by
Justice Potter Stewart, upheld the application of a state referendum's
concurrent majority requirement.

173 CHARLES M. WILTSE. 3 JOHN C. CALHOUN: SECTIONALIST, 1840-1850, at 426 (1951).
Americans were reminded of "these terms" last year regarding Congress and President Clinton's
budget:

Representative Charlie Rose, a North Carolina Democrat and master of the log-roll-
ing business, was candid about how the vote-getting process worked. Mr. Rose laconically
told reporters that he took two dozen Southern Democrats to the White House last month
to ask that the Administration look favorably on their requests to restrict imports of low-
priced peanuts and force cigarette makers to buy high-priced American tobacco.

Mr. Rose said that Mr. Clinton's chief lobbyist, Howard Paster, promised to do his
best, and that the promise carried at least three or four Democrats into the "aye" column
and solidified the votes of 20 more.

Republicans charged today that the deal was sealed during Mr. Foley's pre-dawn work
on Capitol Hill, but Mr. Rose disputed that. "I do my shopping early," he said.

Michael Wines, It's Western Democracy (As in Wild West), N.Y. TIMES, May 28, 1993, at AI3.
Calhoun would endorse every word of the title.

174 Guinier, supra note 11, at 1149 n.332.
7 430 U.S. 259 (1977).
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The law of New York State provided that a new county charter
could not be put into effect until accepted in a referendum election by a
majority of voters in each city within that county, as well as by a ma-
jority of those residing outside the cities. County government in New
York State traditionally assumed the form of a single-branch legisla-
ture enjoying general governmental powers; these powers were pos-
sessed by the constituent cities, villages, and towns of the county as
well. 176 The allocation of powers among these subdivisions may be re-
vised pursuant to referendum processes specified in the state constitu-
tion;177 under those procedures the county's board of supervisors may
offer a proposed charter for voter approval. The charter is adopted if a
majority of the voting non-city dwellers and a majority of the voting
city dwellers each approve.17

At trial, a three-judge panel determined, in relevant part, that
what the Supreme Court was to subsequently style as "the concurrent
majority requirements '1 79 were violative of the Equal Protection Clause
of the Fourteenth Amendment"' to the U.S. Constitution."' The trial
court believed, seemingly with the subsequent agreement of the Su-
preme Court, that the Lockport issue was one of first impression.'82 It
found the concurrent majority requirement unconstitutional, violating
the one person-one vote principle as derived from the Equal Protection
Clause.

In assessing the trial court's judgment, the Supreme Court reiter-
ated the rationale underlying its previous one person-one vote decisions:
"The rationale is, at bottom, so simple as to be almost self-evident." 183

All citizens, in voting for their legislators, "have an equal interest in
representative democracy .... [such] that the concept of equal protec-
tion therefore requires that their votes be given equal weight."""4

Nevertheless, the Court found the equal protection principles that
apply to the fairness of elections of legislative representatives to be of

176 Id. at 260.
177 Id.
178 Id. at 261-62.
179 Id. at 263.
'80 "[Nor shall any State ... deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection

of the laws." U.S. CoNsT. amend. XIV, § 1, cl. 1.
'"' Lockport, 430 U.S. at 263.
182 id. at 265.
183 Id.
184 Id.
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restricted utility in appraising the merits of recognizing distinctive
voter interests in a single-issue referendum. Referenda express voter-
will immediately, without further need to guarantee that the electo-
rate's views will be adequately reflected by legislative
representatives.18

The Court further noted that the policy impact of a referendum
likewise differs in kind from that of picking representatives. Rather
than dispatching representatives to the capitol to vote on a myriad of
issues, the referendum lays one discrete issue before the electorate. It is
comparatively easy to determine whether the rejection or adoption of
that single issue will disproportionately affect an identifiable voter bloc.
Should it do so, the question then becomes whether a state may recog-
nize that unequal impact by either limiting the franchise to those voters
particularly affected, or by giving special weight to their votes. 186

The argument of the Lockport challengers hinged primarily upon
the premise that all voters in a county share identical interests in the
rejection or adoption of a new charter, and that consequently any dis-
tinction between voters drawn on the basis of residence that works to
the detriment of an identifiable class, was invidious discrimination. 8 7

Had this crucial premise been correct, the Supreme Court would have
affirmed the judgment of the lower court. The Court rejected the pre-
mise, however, because the challenged provisions of the law rested upon
the state's "identification of the distinctive interests of the residents of
the cities and towns within a county, rather than their interests as resi-
dents of the county as a homogeneous unit."1 88 Since this identification
was derived from the realities of the distribution of governmental au-
thority in New York State, the Court found the challenged law consis-
tent with its recognition of both the broad discretion that states enjoy
in forming and apportioning governmental tasks among local subdivi-
sions, and the "discrete interests that such local governmental units
may have qua units." 18 9

Lockport stands for the proposition that highly-divergent voter in-
terests may suffice under the Equal Protection Clause to justify the

18I Id. at 266.
188 Id.
187 Id. at 268.
1I Id. at 268-69.
189 Id. at 269.
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classifications made by New York State Law.19 Since the separate
voter approval requirements were based upon the legitimate perception
that the effects of local government restructuring were felt quite un-
evenly by the different county constituent units, the provisions of New
York State law merely recognized the realities of these substantially-
differing interests. 191 The Court concluded that the law was consistent
with the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment1 92 and
reversed the judgment of the lower court.'

One political scientist analyzed Lockport thus: "Given the over-
whelming number of city versus town voters in ... [the relevant Lock-
port county], the town vote in a charter referendum is worth more, or
to put it another way, the franchise is weighted in favor of the townspe-
ople. Of course, authorizing this policy fits in nicely with the political
science of John C. Calhoun who advocated a sectional veto over na-
tional decisionmaking.' 94

Lockport cannot be too closely paralleled with the Disquisition. As
the Supreme Court observed in Lockport: "The constitutional and stat-
utory provisions in this case . ..do not appear to be the sustained
product of either an entrenched minority or a willful majority. Instead
they have been subject historically to fairly frequent revision."' 95 Cal-
houn, by contrast, certainly did think in terms of entrenched minorities.

Calhoun thought in terms of constituencies of divergent interests.
Compare Guinier's comprehension that Lockport saw a "concurrent
majority referendum requirement approved as a constitutional method
for recognizing constituencies with separate and potentially opposing
interests."19

X. CONCLUSION

The preceding discussion has taken note of Calhoun's Disquisition.

190 Id. at 271-72.
91 Id.
:92 Id. at 272-73.
193 Id. at 273.
194 Martin, The Requirement of Concurrent Majorities in a Charter Referendum: The Su-

preme Court's Retreat from Voting Equity, 16 DUQ. L. REV. 167, 183 (1978). Calhoun proved
"the strictest strict constructionist of them all." ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER. JR., THE IMPERIAL
PRESIDENCY 51 (1974).

" Lockport, 430 U.S. at 272 n.18.
' Guinier, supra note 11, at 1149 n.332.
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In light of the foregoing, it is comprehensible how Professor Guinier
was understood to be "impressed by Calhoun. 1 97 It was supposed that
"[iun her quest for 'just results', a 'fair share' of the legislative pie,
Guinier embraces an updated version of John C. Calhoun's notion of
concurrent majorities, whereby legislation could not pass 'without the
support of minority representatives.' "198

I have sought to show that a concurrent majority system virtually
existed as between the North and South in the U.S. Senate during Cal-
houn's lifetime. Hanes Walton, Jr., has been invoked in noting that the
Calhounian reasoning arguably might be cited (as by Guinier) on be-
half of oppressed peoples.199 The preceding survey has examined the
implications of the concurrent majority principle as a means whereby a
polity supposedly might break into increasingly small veto-bearing
blocs holding a veto over "government" by any other. The concurrent
majority as delineated in Calhoun's Disquisition (and in Guinier) is not
vulnerable to such charges. The preceding has distinguished between
minority veto (the concurrent majority) and minority rule. A look at
the concurrent majority principle as utilized on a minor scale in the
United States of today (as cited by Guinier) has been offered.

The concurrent majority principle put forward by Guinier is of
some worth. It has been put to work in both the United States and
abroad.2 00 During the year 1993, Guinier's look201 to the principle was

'" Paul Gigot, Hillary's Choice on Civil Rights: Back to the Future?, WALL ST. J., May 7,
1993, at A14.

Abigail Thernstrom, Guinier Miss, NEW REPUBLIC, June 14, 1993, at 16, 17-18.
19 See supra text accompanying notes 69.
"o The Constitution of Cyprus was based upon the concurrent majority. George S. Swan,

Constitutional Majority Rule and the Cyprus Constitution: The 1983 Cyprus Crisis in Critical
Perspective, 5 BRIT. COLUM. THIRD WORLD L.J. 1, 12-18 (1984). So, in part, is Belgium's Consti-
tution. George S. Swan, Communal Self-Determination in the Republic of South Africa's New
Constitution: A Comparative Perspective on a Critical Experiment, 7 WHITTIER L. REV. 349,
371-72 (1985).

,0' Guinier revitalizes in a dramatically fresh context (Walton: "blackized") concurrent ma-
jority theorizing originally developed in the first half of the nineteenth century by a theorist who
did not see his work put into effect. "[Mien fight and lose the battle, and the thing that they
fought for comes about in spite of their defeat, and when it comes turns out not to be what they
meant, and other men have to fight for what they meant under another name .... " William
Morris, A Dream of John Ball, in WILLIAM MORRIS 198, 214 (G. Cole ed., 1948).
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not sufficiently investigated. Professor Guinier's future academic devel-
opment20 2 of concurrent majority20 S theory is to be welcomed.

'01 As recounted in the text, Prof. Guinier styles her academic work "very ponderous." See
supra note 15. Prof. Ralph Henry Gabriel of Yale University, similarly alluded to the Disquisi-
tion's "somewhat ponderous phrases." GABRIEL, supra note 48, at 108.

1o A collection of Professor Guinier's scholarly writings was published only this year. LANI
GUiNIER. THE TYRANNY OF THE MAJORITY (1994).

Critics of that book assert it offers "considerable, shall we say, 'expungements' ... [because]
[m]uch is mysteriously missing . . . [and concerns raised by her previous publications] literally
disappear." Bolick, THE DEFENDER, supra note 93, at 12. Guinier's works are said to be "substan-
tially edited and thus cleaned up versions of the law-review articles that both liberal and conserva-
tive critics found so troubling." Abigail Thernstrom, A New Spin on Democracy, WALL ST. J.,
Mar. 24, 1994, at A12. Thernstrom, the political theorist, opposed Guinier's 1993 Justice Depart-
ment nomination. Michael Isikoff, Power Behind the Thrown Nominee, WASH. POST, June 6,
1993, at All.

The case index to Guinier's 1994 volume omits Town of Lockport v. Citizens for Community
Action at the Local Level, Inc., 430 U.S. 259 (1977), GUINIER, supra note 203, at 309-1I, and
her index omits both "Calhoun" and "concurrent majority." Id. at 313-24. "Cowards die many
times before their deaths; The valiant never taste of death but once." WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE.
JULIUS CAESAR, Act II, sc. 2, line 32.
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